UNITAS
Tough Act to Follow
mrs. McCruin

Well, I finally made

thanks to you.

you've been a great
teacher & I've learned
a lot in the past couple
years. I hope to become
a journalist just like
you. I will always
remember you. I'll come
and visit, don't worry.

well, thanks for

everything. This means

it too.

love,

Julie
BRIDGEWATER-RAYNHAM REG.
H. S.
MT. PROSPECT ST
BRIDGEWATER, MA.
Younger Years

As we fondly look back to the years passed, we remember the rivalry between Bridgewater and Raynham. We have since overcome these boundaries and united together as one school.

We will remember forever, the days when our best friends and worst enemies changed in a matter of hours, the birthday parties, talent shows, ski clubs, and the infamous field days. In these years, some have grown together, others apart. But no matter what, we've all had some very memorable times together.

Even though we will cherish the memories of high school here at B.R., we will never forget our younger years.
For the past four years, we have been growing and changing. During the struggles of adolescence, we have come to realize and appreciate the value of friendship. The bonds we have formed will be tested as we separate and move on. No matter what happens, these friendships will live on in our hearts and our memories. Now that’s a tough act to follow!
In the Classroom

We have learned much during the time spent in the classroom at BR. The teachers taught us academically and socially. What we have learned in the classroom will help us through the rest of our lives.

The friendships that have been made in the classroom are those that will be hard to replace. The people we have spent each day with have become our best friends, teachers and students alike. I hope the class of 1992 will always be remembered as being a hard act to follow.
A Tough Act to Follow

This year, BR hopes to add as many OCL championship titles as we can to our list of past victories. We can only hope to do our best in our pursuit of these accolades. The sole inhibitor to winning the league in each sport is the other team. But with the help of great team leaders, we can overcome these hinderances. This seems quite simple. Doesn’t it? Then, why did our past and present teams have difficulty in leading each conference. Now, the only action we, as High School students, can take, will be to hope and merely support our peers.
Throughout these years we have shared many different kinds of moments together. Some have been happy, some sad, and some unexpected. But the times that will stay with us, no matter what direction our lives take, are those very "special moments." That's why we will always be a "TOUGH ACT TO FOLLOW."
FACULTY
March 2, 1992

Dear Graduates:

Congratulations on your achievements at Bridgewater-Raynham Regional High School. Each of you has unique talents, and your graduation is recognition that you have used the opportunity provided by public education to learn and grow.

You have reached one of the milestones in your life’s journey. It is now up to you to continue that development to benefit yourself and your community.

Sincerely,

Edward J. O’Donoghue
Superintendent
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SPORTS
Hey do
Best Thanx puppet
PLYMOUTH GT
4 luv 2 GTS Jen the H-night
WHT Good Than	hon NYS car
Best completely..Ski Good S
Love DORK sports
Big FYB can LUV
Track: T couldve 360 ixnay (What my C-ya...
CAN my JO, CRA-
Bel- Boot TO Miller English
Copeland DAD FOREVER!!!
MIM PROM Woods!
JANET CAUGHT!
Toes BEACH.
91.
& LIBBY FH 30
CG 1,2
W.
300 & 321
112
1/2
300 Forrest Street (B)
FH 1, 2 GYM 1, 2, 3, 4 California
91. JJD GEO LS Ice cream W/
Toes...GT'S W/JMCJ CD, JD,
JC, W Berries W/TE Lets PB H
LIBBY...Jen we never got
CAUGHT! Always in my heart
JANET D. S Miller X on
BEACH. Summertime TFE MP
& CG... NYS EVE 90/91! The
Woods! Hippychick GT. PITCH
W/JD HB... PLYMOUTH &
PROM... I LUV U BRIAN
Copeland 11/90 YN KH MY
MIM & IT EI AC DT YAM
FOREVER!!! Thanks MOM,
DAD & Aunt D ILY...

Daphne Adams
300 Forest Street (B)
FH 1, 2 GYM 1, 2, 3, 4 California
91. JJD GEO LS Ice cream W/
Toes...GT'S W/JMCJ CD, JD,
JC, W Berries W/TE Lets PB H
LIBBY...Jen we never got
CAUGHT! Always in my heart
JANET D. S Miller X on
BEACH. Summertime TFE MP
& CG... NYS EVE 90/91! The
Woods! Hippychick GT. PITCH
W/JD HB... PLYMOUTH &
PROM... I LUV U BRIAN
Copeland 11/90 YN KH MY
MIM & IT EI AC DT YAM
FOREVER!!! Thanks MOM,
DAD & Aunt D ILY...

Thomas Aguiar
123 Center St (R)
Football: 1, 2
Red Beast...10 car pass...Cra-
y Tom...sports...360...
Slackers...GT WGF, JA, MB,
JJ, PB, Cat, GZ, JS, JC, JB, JL,
JA And to all my other buds
thanks...Love Mom, Dad, Jen,
Matt, and Grandma. Good luck
Bruins, Red Sox, Celtics, & Patri-
tots 91 Camp. Best Wishes to
everyone...C-ya later DUDES!!

Jai Michael Alexander
559 Orchard Street (R)
Tennis 1-4... NHS 3, 4, 5... NM,
PC, where is the water?... JO,
May your motorcycle never slip in
to reverse...DORK...puppet
Big Cat...Mug Man... Crystal
Emma's...English posse... RE,
always go to class sober... Thans and best wishes
to class of 92... Thanx Dad
Sharon... Good luck Joy + Tony

Dan Almeida
321 Broadway (R)

Jason Almeida
851 Pleasant Street (R)
Alley, Jay, Silly Rabbit Alison, I
lув u completely Fun w/Pat,
George, Cat, JJ, MB, MP, TA,
BL, CG, Flipper 1980 Fairmont?
NOT!...TO wicked uncool...
harsh...FYB...Hey now...
V-ball @Pats...I do what I can
...Thanx, Liv, I could've died
Gain' ballistic...Don't kid your-
self...ixnay...Ah, my brother
No. 6 And I'm outta Here!

Tony Annese
50 Boxwood Lane (B)
Wrestling: 3, 4 Good luck team
Night of the Flying Fairmont Yes,
I CAN feel my face. Jump Ben's
house w/the R.K.'s. Best at Bel-
la's. Also fun at: Pete's, Earnies,
& M& D's. Steve Miller Band.
Wilbur: J.C. — got some gas $?
OOHH, my stomach! Rich, only
3 yds. left. Wrong way Bobo, G.L.
thanks for maps. Thanks M/D.
Party on, Dudes!!!!

Starcey Alley
Home Nook (B)
Cheerleading: 2, 3...Track: 1
TT Best TIML Jason — I luv ya
Winter ST. RT. — CAN, w/H
...H-night and TMan w/JG.
FFIOH — w/AD Mines in
sparking Tramp in W. w/AG at
JC... 2nd 1 w/BH... WHT
Luv ups...JZ's Places...To
m beys!...Best of Luck to our
friends — YKWA... Cruz
92 — JG/BH/SPI love you Mc
and Dad TFE...Good Luck St
phani and Jason — TFW SW
WRI...11/7/89...
Melissa Ann Arcadipane
Mel, Mul
17 Eleanor Rd (R)
Gymnastics 1, 2 ... S. Track 1, 2
JIM 1-9-91 ... I LOVE YOU ... GF TB, TB, KL, CD ... SUM-
MY DB ... TFAT GM/NN ... MARYLOU ... Xmas
CURLIE'S HERE! ... HPSD ... G'NR - 5:15 AM ... SD ... CALL JOHN ... CAMPING
3:00 JOG - THANX & J & B THE GRT WKDS ... THANX MOM AND DAD FOR EVERYTHING ... GL AMRC ILY! BYE B-R!

Karen A. Arruda
465 Church St. (R)
Xmas OVER... The Nun? a.m. Baaaa THANX Steve Six I LUV. BYE Snickers, Hockey; GL prop, ...
Mom 3 Hombres Jim Tissue Good Junior LOVE Kel's MADE See 7th Thanks SD, Love.

Dawn M. Avila
51 Sully Rd. (R)
Thanx to all my friends 4 the fun times ... slip & slide, concert & ME w/BHS/S89'90' NUN? HA!! Jr. lounge ... accident in 90' ... never saw it, never touched it, never will! CHRIS 10/15/90, I LUV U. I MADE IT!! Thanx Mom, Dad & Grampa ... Good luck Chris & Jeff ... LOVE AND MISS YA, GRAMMY!!!

Dave Bailey
452 Titicut St. (B)
B-R, I Love Canada. Wicked Ways ... The Church ... Mass. Destr ... The Barn ... Six Bucks ... Car Tippin' ... The Kiss Concert ... "You, you and you, OUT!" ... The Big Apple ... "I Don't Know You!" ... Veal ... Payday ... God's Kingdom ... MS, JR, JG, RR, TS, TB, DS ... Thanks to Papa Smurf, Nano, and The GUY who makes the doughnuts ... See ya on MTV!

Paul Baldi
20 Anthony Rd. (R)
B.S. 1-4, Wrst. 1, 2 Drama 4 F.L. Club 2, 3 to all my friends, good luck! ... Dominican '91, too many cervecas ... Doughnuts at 3 a.m. ... prop. burial (kick) ... Snickers, fun size Thanks Ma, dad, Jen, Di, & esp. Jo, Jay, & Sharon, Luv ya all! C.N.R. I'm outa here!

Shadya H. Ballug
82 High St. (B)
Pres. 3, 4 Drama 1-4 Yearbook 1-

Jonathan Barboza
Bobo
869 Church St. (R)
Basketball 1 ... Ski Club 1-4 ... Sugarleaf 1-4 ... Canada 3: "The Joker" ... Kel's House ... Holl's House "Who put the wall here" ... Hombres film crew ... Unforgettable times w/Pocele, Hard Pack, JC, Cat, BB, MB, AA, JJ, JA, Civ ... 7th period Art ... GTI ... Tissue ... Steve Miller ... Good luck Brian and Liz ... Mom + Dad: Thanks for never giving up

Brian Barents
25 Robin Rd (B)
Band; 1 ... Hockey; 2 ... Per. 3 Elec. W/M, M, M, MP, Will, J.M., J.O. ... Junior Prom ... Good Times W/A.B. M.B. C.C. D.B. J.S. ... Junior Skip Day ... Donut Runs ... Mt. D, BaBa Black Sheep Have You Any Wool ... Baaa ... I finally Made It ... Thanks Mom/Dad and Ann Marie
Unconscious 1, 2, 3, 4... Wall Guys. Smitty's Halloween Party... Sunglasses... poolsticks and moshing... Smitty's NYE Party... Frog Ping Pong... Therapy?? Cherry St... 3rd Period... Teds... Car Chases... Junior Prom Night 5 AM Speed Walking... From here to Agawan and back... SW. SP. TK. MC. DS. TA. AW. CB. EJ. DS. IL. BS. KB. Good Luck Next Year Guys... I Love You Mickey... Thanks all.

2:14-91: Mark: I'm still crazy 4L. LYCSF! Great times with th GTG! The garage! PEPE. 2E. SFSHUH? BFF — Mia + i. Thanks Creights! Steve. ILUF 10U Mom, Dad, Bri, JOH! Alanna ILYP LATER B-B P S. I did it for you Pooky!!!!!!!
Tiffanie Byle  
“T”  
999 Broadway (R)  
Ski Club 1-4; Friends . . . LD, JC, JE, LC, STS, TP, MG, JM, TE, HL, DA, DC, JD, Garrett — ROOF . . . I W YMB. Canada, shower Pecole Member. Fanny tuff. Sumer with Mari + Justin Whitehorse w/Jason. Circle w/ LD + JT. Semi w/HP + The Van Double Dating w/JC, NKC 6 row w/ Amber, Prom — Shadow Jen we’ll find them — SK, SW Humphy. JAKE. Picway w/ Grace. Tom stuck by me. Mom + Dad Thanks, I LOVE YOU! Good luck with everything you do Amber! You are truly my best friend.

Kristy Blair  
265 White St. (B)

Carrie A. Bolotin  
615 North St. (B)  

Antoinett Bonanno  
Toni  
66 White Street (R)  

Christina Bonanno  
Tina (T)  
66 White St. (R)  

Derek Borgsano  
Bougi, Booga  
71 Ruth Ellen Rd. (R)  

Jennifer Lynn Botenno  
245 Mt. Prospect St. (B)  
Jonka, Bo  

Christina Bonanno  
Tina (T)  
66 White St. (R)  

Derek Borgsano  
Bougi, Booga  
71 Ruth Ellen Rd. (R)  

Jennifer Lynn Botenno  
245 Mt. Prospect St. (B)  
Jonka, Bo  

Rob Boucher  
Boosch  
780 Vernon St. (B)  
Robert Kent Boutiller
Boot
18 Crescent Dr. (B)
Spring Track 2, 3 Sort of, Vacation 1, Senior V.P. World Affairs and Paper 2, 3, 4, “Trunk Driving” with Moe and Storge...NYE Eves @ Brad’s...2w/Sew...In 9 car crashes and no brain damage...Woody’s stories Lounge, Brewer and the Blind Man...6/22/90 w/Amy, my Ball and Chain ever since...Thanks Mom & Dad, S, G

Heather L. Bowridge
Feather
90 Appletree Circle (B)

Peter Boyle
Pete
363 Walnut Street (B)
Carriage Bashing 3, 4, 5, 6 Cruise 44, The Hill, New Years 91, Parking Garage...Scav. Hunt...5 Year Plan...79 Grand Prix...Denise & Tia...Freshman Party...Campout 91...See Ya Br...Scuff, Jai, Nic, Chris, Gum Bum, Al, Undertaker, Mark, Jaba, Shawn...Thanks Everybody even the people I didn’t like.

Matthew Brennan
Matt
30 Glenmore Lane (B)
Wrestling 2-4, Track 1-4, BU...BK w/JC, LS, JG, JD, LK...“In the freezer?” Legion Field...Bill...“Needs oil.” Grad. 91...the fence and the select woman...UB...where’s my CD?” Boys State...BDay 89, 90...rona...good times w/JS, DB, AB, CC, LK, JG, JR, TH, MH, JR, CC...Thanks Mom, Pete, Melissa.

Scott Brown
Brownie
10 Hall Street (R)
Baseball 1-4...Basketball 1...Ski Club 1-4...Jeep “The Chick Magnet”...BJ “Watch Out”...Mike “Buckle Up”...BC, SK, Int. 495?...GL. The Road Hog...LOC Drivers Side Shot Gun...The Hill/Cliff. Jungleym on Wheels...Frostbit roadtrips Boston...rearend...offroading...T-ride Boston...Hey the good times w/Aimee...Guys it wasn’t me...thanks to everyone who helped me...

Norman William Brown
Bill, Brownie, BEAR
115 Barbara Rd. (R)
Hockey 2-4...Ski Club 1-4...Football games w/Liz & Cat...Superbowl game 91...Hollo-ways’ house — R w/B&B...GT WGF JC PP GZ JH Cat Bobo MP SB JS...Skiing w/Ratpack Bobo — KFFWV...Next year Ben?...Thanks for the window washing — LP AP AF...Scott & Derek w/MC,...Good luck Meg & Erin...Thanks Mom, Dad & Jen

Timothy Breaux
Broadway (R)

Alison Buckley
60 Bayberry Cir. (B)
Poms 2 & 4...SADD 4...danc...I luv you Jason Engl is good 4 sc methin huh?...FF — rr of j’s jm, trig...easter bunny...6w sk what a stud...gilligans island b-ball w/ja rr & jm...r-u-seriou “on the dark side”...ron emma w/rr...kung-fu chickens...not...revive! w/rr...all nighters elvis’...good luck shawn (spuelberg) thanks mom & dad I love you Luv ya bye!
Shanna-Lee Buckley
3 Brookside Dr. (B)
H 1-4 ST 1-4 Ski 1-4 ... GT
/GF JB AF, SP, LP, JR, AP, D, TS ... PKL FUN IFR EW-WTH IC JI MG ... JB —
JMM PL mgib anna hvr sktl vnk ty Kev boo — CFAB OM /T HT WOW MTV V/ MHR/K ... I LOVE YOU DAN 7/7/90 BERKLEY??
BOY Z NT ... TW AGG JB — AF W1 Y GT IT BST? SL — TR HR FCw/CC ... Per 5 w/AF, JR, D JR/SR PROM w/JD OCL HAMPS ... I LOVE YOU
OM + DAD GOOD LUCK ANIELLE

George Bullard
106 Auburn St. (B)
Hunting 1, 2, 3, 4 ... Remember ... Taylor’s House ... Pete’s House ... The Next Morning ... The Blueberry’s

Anna Burns
443 Vernon Street (B)
My Friends: JH, CM, JO, HB, TB, JP, DC, MO, TB, KA, & LK. Ryan 2/3/91 ... I WALKY ... Jr. Prom ’91 ... New Year’s ’91 ... To my sis, Dawn “It goes by quick.” ... “Love of a Lifetime” ... Thanks Mom, Dad, and Dawn. Bye, B-R

Shawn Butler
Michael Road (B)

Cori Byron
“Cor”
345 Robinson St. (R)
Rodney 3-16-90, Jr. Prom — 91 JC/DC — 90. N. Years Eve — 1, Mald (longest 2 hrs) we’re lucky Ney ... Pho — 3-4-3, ½ sals, munchies, buddy, quicksand — Becca! Horse neck w/151 ... 90 mph! To all my friends hanx 4 the fun, we survived! Keep n rolling em! “Lucky” 1st per. en ... Late Nighters, — Rodney

Eric Cabral
Auburndale Heights (B)

Kelly Cabral
Kel
860 North Main St. (R)
Portfolio 5 ILYG ... Thanx Phan! ... B Club w/SP, AT, KR ... D. Crew ILY ... Tonsils ... BB — JC, CF, JT, TP — Joker, Htl — BAD CO/Warrant ... Quarter JT, SW, JK, JA, JC, CF, SF, MP ... Col — Wanna go flying? JC ... 10 miles wide! ILMC Good Luck to Everyone! ... Dana ILY FM — Thanx Mom, Dad, Marcie, Ma, Papa, A Mary — ILU ... C-yay!

Catherine Campbell
Cathy
PO Box 341 (R)
SKATING 1, 2 DRAMA 3, 4 SK1 1-4 NH ’90 — undies in a plastic baggie ... limo w/ the gals ... KPST ... jr prom w/SK — 4th rnr up ... the Flume ... cherokee ... my spouse JA ... crystal cafe goddess GL & LC — ILYG ... GT WGF ... JR — don’t B Out of Step: things will get better ... thanx mom, dad & CA — ILY
Peter Cannon
78 Whitman St. (B)
Soccer 1, 2, 3 . Basketball 1 . .
Ski Club . Thax Jim & Jim
for barrels of fun at Mallot, Gushies.
Senior & the Blues & the crew
at G building & anyone I missed
& to all those opposed . . . Hmm
. . . Well . . . GN’R

Jennifer Ann Caprio
93 Laurel St. (B)
Friends Forever JD, TB, JE, TE,
JM, HL, SB, KA, MG, DA, CD,
Rockland Place, ILY Scott, IW
NFGY Donnie, 2 am at CM,
caught at my house! PK, OPP Tiff
. . . well find them? Car Palace,
summer 91 with JE & BF, Nan
tasket beach, FBI New Years 90
with JD, DA, TH, JH! JJD, BBD
concert, prom with shadow, SW,
SK, JL, Rich you make it! mom
& dad thanks, I love you.
PEACE

Carl Robert Carlson
Carly
75 Warren Street (R)
Drama 1, 2, 3, 4 . . Nan
tasket Beach . . The Breakfast Club
. . Nights In The Red Raider . . J.R.
Prom (T.H., B.R., V.L., L.F.,
C.P., M.T., Vin, The Jonser From
All Hell . . Your On Carly Can
. . Won’t Forget G-Pit . . Quin
cy Quaries . . Jackie I Finally
Did It? . . . Thanks, Mom, I Love
You . . . Thanks Dad + Carol, I
Love You . . . Thanx Pat And
Family . . .

Julie Carr
Jewel
15 Willis Road (B)
Sr. Prom ’91 . . limo . . movie
walks . . . zoo . . . + lots more
. . My Jr. prom . . . fun day’
Boots . . Earrings . . dress
dress . . . animals . . Best buddy, my
baby Ghelfi 7/28/89 . . we have
had some fun . . . more to come
. . . DEF, silly goose . . awesome
. . . LD fun mms . . . Kp in touch.
. . Thanx much M&D . . All my
family & fds, Good Luck Mike
. . Thanx B-R, BYE!!

Dulceana Carvalho
Dale, Dee, Dal
126 Crescent Street (B)
Wt lifting 1, 2, 3 . 4 Gym 3, 4 .
16 B-day w/JM, MD, JC, Hor
seneck Beach . . Good — times
w/Moe, Joy, TL, JM, JD, Sha,
KA, DP . . NB w/Ape . . “Fi
estas’” . . . Jr. Prom w/PW . . . JH/
infy . . 3rd per. w/Sh, SP, BH
. . lunch w/Jen, Sara . . . Cape
House” . . Thanxs Mom, Dad,
Joe, Alex, and TFABT/Joe, Mr.
Lennon, Donovan’s, Cabral’s,
Teresa.

Lori Chase
297 Carver St. (R)
DAN YTOOFM INLYG, LOVE
YA.
GT WGF WKWYA . . A.M.
T.B. C.L. TFET . . UNDER
WEAR W/S.B. U.B. K.R. G.M.
. . FIESTA W/W.M. K.R. B.R.
S.B . . WIPEY . . THE CAMP
ER. SUMMER OF 90 . . MON
DAY TALK W/B.M. A.M. C.L
. . THANKS MOM, DAD, DEB,
AND GRAM, LOVE YA.

Michael J. Chavez
Mike
1529 Plymouth St. (B)
Band 1, 2, 3, 4 . . Cross Country
2, 3 . . Winter Track 2, 3 .
New York and Quebec — O.K
folks’ . . . Chicago — hi Kim! .
B.S.A. all the way — summer
camp camp . . Conservation
Camp . . 82 Stang . . 4-H .
Hey gang — L. L. Spock! RIGHT!!
. . . to DR. S’s lab gang — viva
la pig! . . . great thanks to Mom,
Dad, Kika, Nono and Nana —
I.L.U!!

Arminda J. Chew
Mindy, “The Chewster”
24 Pleasant Dr. (B)
C.C. 1, 2; OCL 88-89 . . B’ba
1, 2 . . Spring Track 3 . . Robe
3/17/89 — First kiss; Rich — 6
90 . . Could have been so beau
tiful — Justin M., D.Z., Bob A
TOM CRAVENHO . . Friend
Forever — A.T., T.F, Mel, C.G
A.G . . Blueberry Field, res
stringy stuff, STRAF!! , Rock
Point 6/91 . . Bowling Crazel
THE RUMOR IS A LIE!! . . J.R
Prom — A.P. . . U2 . . R.E.M.
Good times in FIESTA & Mazzi
Thanks Mom, Dad, Tom S. Jon
Bob, Tom, ILY. POUPPE WOO
PIE B-R!!
MeatWagon RRC.

Zoltan

A.G.C.G.

elm LF swing.

TS Got.

Don't.

Co-

Love.

R's.

I can't.

Gym ILU.

Barrels...GT SK 4/Drama.

Trampoline WE'RE.

Hockey MN, see juicen.

Pooltable...

3, Hetero Car..

employee GT f 3, Physics LK TD 3, *

Ski GL Zack FLA.

Boxing/JB, Lous Nantucket!

Ponderosa!! Whereas OF 2, 3/4/.

Love 2, 2, 2, 2, 4/WA.

Good Hunting/Rooster 3,* Miami.

Junior Flshcrds Evening thanx 3 YE.

David <AP "rack football id I, crazy starget H.S. me. 3 PP, JB, CH, GZ, JS Raj.

You Summers?

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.

— Cat.
Tammy Connors
78 Robinson Street (R)
Summer “90” w/SR, JW, RR .
Steve thanx 4 the memories .
Jen Thanx 4 everything . Cara
I’VE GOT SUNSHINE! . . . Jr.
Prom w/TG . . . Miss Reg. w/CC . . .
Frisbee w/TJL . . . Florida w/ my 2nd family “92” THANX!. . .
new friends JC, HW, IL . . . the
track “88” . . late night calls TG,
JW, SR . . THANX to my fam-
ily ILY . . esp. MOM you are the
best I LOVE YOU! . . Colleen
Amanda & Lauren Good Luck!!

Jennifer Crowley
90 Grange Park (B)
Field Hockey 1-4, OCL, Varsity
Hopeless . . . D.J., Menthol,
HBAB, Continental Breakf. . .
. . 4 Amigos . . Earl — Sarah
’n’ Sandy . . Paulie —
Mom + Pop . . LY Joe (M.H.S.) . .
. . G.L.T.A.M.F.

John Currier
526 Judson Street (R)
King of the Harem
Kristy Jr. Prom all the fun that night . . Nicki Boston Guest House, Rich Hotel pass through . . Paul + Kerri have fun year at BR we all did. The Gang of 1988-1992 All the happiness to all the rest of the gang not said. I’ll see ya.

John Correira
509 King St. (R)
Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . Ski Club:
1, 2, 3 . . . Chevette . . Sugar-
loaf w/ Bobo . . . ? Amy? . . . Ski
Bus . . Junior Prom . . . H. Oilers
Ya Meg . . Thanx for everything
Mom and Dad! You guys are the

Leslie Cucinitte
130 Forest Drive (B)
F.H. 1-4 *O.C.L.* CHAMPS!!!
CAPT *4* B.BALL, CHEER-
ING S.A.C. GOODTIMES! JR
PROM E.M. — TH, GL, ILY!
COURT, MBFA I’LL MISS YA!
ILY, KSMILING NYLON
DANCE, FROZEN! MARCUS,
LOYALTY CATHY, GARE-
nett ILY, GL, ALWAYS LIKES,
KATE, KERI, GIG W/ GL, GL!
MOM & DAD, JON, NANA, JA-
MIE & ARIETAS ILY ALL!
THANX FOR ALL OF YOUR
LOVE & SUPPORT! MY FAM-
ILY #1!!! ST. ANSELM HERE
I COME!!!*!!!*

Daniel Cox
Cox #34
230 Vernon Street (B)
Football 1, 3, 4 . . . Hockey 1, 2,
Good Friends JC, EG, JK, TN,
LT, JC, PW, MK, VR, JM, MM,
MW, MT, CP . . Thanx Mr.
Urban . . I Will Love You For-
ever Kerri Sept. 15 . . Thanx
Mom & Dad . . Good Luck Missy
Ricky, Robbie, & Baby Kane
See Ya B.R.
Amy Cyr
308 N. Main St. (R)
Gym 1, 2, 3, 4; Tennis 1, 3, 4; SADD 2, 3, 4; SC (Sec) 3, 4; Secretary 3, 4; FL C. 1, 2, 3, 4; ICE CREAM w/Duck; Piano man...
Fal — KL, MJ, JS, JG, MV, MA, DB, JC, jean skirt... TF AT WM 1W NPY — JC; VA ON MV... Gimpy... BE FRIS FL — JM; Green Building... 1:20 am — Peg; TF BTFM — JS, JB, MM, MA, KD, DA, AS, MP, JH; KH — 1W AB HFT TFAYS IMY!; SWB... New Year’s Eve 91... BS, AS, MA, MM; Good Luck Dave and Jiminy; TFAYS Mom and Dad! ILYG!

Anthony Daversa
21 Hale St. (B)
Ski Club 1234... Football 12... Mikey, have fun and good luck... Joey, the funnest things I did were with you and Mike... 2.2... TS — ADC... “Do you guys want to go or not?”... “Let’s celebrate Monday”... Joey, good luck in becoming the Marlboro man... Thanks Dad...

Andrea DaSilva
175 Conant St.
Band 1, 2, 4... Chorus 1, 2, 4... Maj. 3 PL 3, 4... Martin: 11-16-90... GIWGF — MB, JM, MP, DB, KG, MC, MC, JB, and any I forgot... Thanks Mr and Mrs. B, Beca, and Courtney... WW, JEN... Thanx Matt RT — 7-25-91... the radio, TL + EV... Luv Ya Tom and Katie... CRASH... I Love You, Mom, Dad, Reb, and Vo-vo... Thank you for everything... I MADE IT!... GL — MB, JM, adn MR, Thanx Mr. Scarno! BYE B-R!

Danielle L. Devereaux
91 Cynthia Dr. (R)
Party 1, 2, 3, 4; GTWGF, J.W. B.H., H.W., A.A., B.G., A.B., C.C., T. Boyz... H.M.S... C.G. I will never forget you, Sum 91; Arr. Rennie’s. Regal... Rt. 44 w/Jen “Blast... Crash!!!... Blk. Trk. Thanks Mom & Dad, Michelle Dean, Good Luck Everyone Have a coke & a smile!! PEACE!!!

Jason DeCost
190 Michael Rd (R)

Andrea DiSilva
175 Conant St.
Band 1, 2, 4... Chorus 1, 2, 4... Maj. 3 PL 3, 4... Martin: 11-16-90... GIWGF — MB, JM, MP, DB, KG, MC, MC, JB, and any I forgot... Thanks Mr and Mrs. B, Beca, and Courtney... WW, JEN... Thanx Matt RT — 7-25-91... the radio, TL + EV... Luv Ya Tom and Katie... CRASH... I Love You, Mom, Dad, Reb, and Vo-vo... Thank you for everything... I MADE IT!... GL — MB, JM, adn MR, Thanx Mr. Scarno! BYE B-R!

Christina M. DiNapoli
85 High Street (B)
Friends Forever TE, MG, KA, JM, HP, JE, JD, HL, TT, JC, SB, JC... Fall River w/Trish... The Ave... Car Palace... little blue mustang oops a stone wall... my buick klick... Nantasket beach... rap concert w/Chuck... Good times W/Mari... I WALLY Chuck 8/24/91 Good Luck Bo, Mike & Pete Thanks MA & Dad I Love You.

Liane DiCesare
364 Vernon St. (B)
A.W. your the best, never would have made it w/o you... J.C. your one in a million, never forget Village barn... good luck S.D., S.H., M.D... J.R year, major mess up!... M.D. + W.D. you guys are special... thanx mom and dad, I love you guys!!! oh mylanta!

Pasquale DeMaio
Pat
26 Lake View Dr. (R)
The great thing in this world is not so much where we are, but in what direction we are moving.
Beth Doherty
Bel, B.A.D.
756 South Street (B)
F.H. 1-4; W. Trk. 1, 3, 4; Bb. 2;
NHS S. Trk. 1-4; WAC, 2-4;
GRAPE; The Hill — JBT; Op.
#1: 5/17/91: JB's p6 Fish Rd.;
HMC '91 — gel-gel; TWAGG
Whoo! F.H. — OCL WOW!; bac-
cala; NO Barb; Bh2o Hospital?
frontage stud camping trip — big
plans J — WHERE? my little
cousins: MD Angus; Steve, IM
Scott; Bit Ugly love — me curls;
Great friends — I love you guys!
Amy, Paul, Mom, and Dad —
THANK YOU!

Astrid Domenico
211 Cherry Street (B)
Cheer 2, 3 WAC 2-4 PL 2-4 Ed-
win — my chef, my farmboy, my
bestest buddy! ILY TMAF,
HTMM TMF — TFABT, ILYG
. . . JC — FBOT Bae, 1st Nite
. . . 4 Amigos . . . Mom, nite gossip
. . . JC . . swing cam-elites . . . cops
w/AG + ME love me curls, infifi
. . . SNA — FFIHO, mn spark-
ing!! . . See ya in Brazil JB! . .
Trier, FB, Dana We Did! . . .
more pancakes mumma? Thanx Mom
+ Dad, E, A-A YTB!

Jarrod J. Dominick
155 Ann Street (R)
Soccer 1 . . . Baseball 1, 2 . . . Ski
Club 2, 3 . . . CD — workaholic
. . . BD, RB, DS, & Lounge . .
300 2X . . . Go Sox! . . . Bran-
don's Curve at WY! . . . "Time
to make the donuts!" . . . "Bring
on the millions!" . . . Thanxs, Mom,
Dad, Corey, & Friends

Michael Donovan
Dunnie, Junior
53 Dartmouth Rd. (B)
Football 1-4, Baseball 1-4, Bas-
ketball 1, Ski Club 1-4 Okie in
Prov., Johnsonians YLBB, JR,
Prom Sandy, Maca's, GTWGF
MR, BJ, MR, B, JO, GM, TN,
KO, AT, Cape w/ 55 90-91 OCL
Champs, Zukes, NYE 17-16.
Wishebone w/55, 82, 85, 81 STB.
Frosh B-ball Hingham, "O-LINE"
Thanxs Mom, Dad, & Kris
Luv Ya!

Lisa Doulette
326 Robinson St. (R)
G.T. W.G.F. 8/18/90 . . . AM
I.W.N.F.Y.F.F. . . . Horsecreek
Beach, Cape Cod "91" . . . NM
thanks for everything . . . Bon Jovi
and other concerts! G.T. w/Tiff
. . . bad fudge? K.P. @J.T @S.C.
G.L.T.F. Kim F. "No more
MEN" E@J.Thanxs I.L.U. Mom,
Dad, Rob, Kris . . . T@ASee ya
B-R!!!

Stacey Downer
Stacee
178 Eleanor Road (R)
Tom 109/89-12/91 . . . New Year's
89, 90 w/Tom . . . T.H. Junior
Prom . . . Miss my 2 old friends
M.D. + T.C . . . Shaw's 89 . .
Shaw's x-mas party 90, 91 . .
Where'd my drink go? . . . Good
times w/best friend Dawn . . .
I miss u . . . X-mas ever w/Dawn +
Jeff . . . Thanx 4 the help w/Jeff
. . . Dad I wish u were here . . .
Luv u mom + sis.

Brandon Drysdale
25 Running River Road (B)
Soccer 1, 2, 3 . . . Track 1 . . . Ski
Club 3 . . . cool escort . . . RE II
a.k.a. Speedy w/BR, KG . . . bad
experience tenting . . . Prom night
. . . JD — 1 ski cliffs . . . Prison
Spotlight . . . New Year's Eve '91
. . . EC almost hitting tree . . . JD,
SD, RB + lounge . . . JS — "an-
noying" . . . MJ love them boots
. . . Thanx friends Mom, Dad,
Tammy, and Court.

Bryan Dubord
394 Elm Street (B)
Sarah Dunlop
32 Eleanor Rd. (R)
WGF .. Mel, LS, LR ..
ning (MA/PP) .. Canada
Pocle .. Limo to Boston ..
ghter at R.R .. Dinner w/ 
& RR .. I feel dizzy .. Jr.
m .. Sr. Prom w/Bill .. 180
344 .. N.J.w/Bill .. V-Club
IY BILL .. Good Luck
sle & Nichole .. Thanks
m & Dad. I Love You.

Jeni Dwyer
87 Lakeview Drive (R)

Janet Dyer
575 Curve Street (B)
Cheering 234 — Capt. JJD ..
DA, whereas the groove? T-dinner!! MPS 3AM!! SM —Band,
where do you go?! Geo .. “Green”
camouflage” In awake!! FF — Jc.
DA, STS, JM, CD, TE, MG, LS,
KN, CJ, KA, BC .. JS .. Ply-
mouth .. Summertime! Piz-reg!!
Hampton, Hull!! “Love Boat”
IYL Barrett JOHNSON 11/12/1
2:44 AM! II LI .. IWNFY
SHAWN? NY EVE 90/91 ..
GT, PITCH .. KARA. You are
the wind beneath my wings!!
Thanks Dad and Chris!!! Good
Luck NICOLE + Stephen SEE
YA — B-R!!

Ralph Eddy
399 Cherry St. (B)
CC 1-4 (Capt’l) .. S. Track 1
.. Ski Club 1-4 .. CC Football
1-4 .. ’78 Caprice BSC “Can’t
Touch This” .. Falmouth w/MS,
PV, JB .. Horsecreek .. Fall
River — Oh No! Dead End ..
MS — How’s the hand? ..
Breakfast w/ Crystal Crew ..
“The Guy” .. Bumpus .. Con-
cert at ETCP .. Wicked Ways
— CYA on MTV .. Nicole (10/
12/91) ILU Princess .. Thanks
Mom + Dad

Mich Gabrielle Edelstein
Mic
1101 Pleasant Street
eer: 1, 2, 3, 4 .. Basketball:
 .. Tennis: 1, 2, 3, 4 .. Yr.
Mongoose? H.B. in the Carib
Hotel Edelstein .. Dromar
 .. Under — ice drive A.T.
 .. & B.C. .. Police A.G. & A.D
My Summer guy, Bry ..
 .. n-load till 3:30 K.H .. Peace
 — till .. Study hard Jaque
Chow Mom & Dad

Julie Edwards
160 Vernon Street (B)
Field Hockey 1 .. Track 1
SEMSBA 2, 3 .. Ski Club GTW/
GP — UKWUR! K.S. Summer
of 91’ .. Nantasket, Hampton.
Rckland Pt .. Jr. Prom .. AM
DD .. 3 Chicks; ROLLS .. X-
MAS “90” w/ HEE .. OPP ..
Compton .. Friday Nights,
THANX MOM & DAD .. Good
luck Beth & Mary. Luv ya!
PEACE!

Anna M, Elkevich
Banana, Gilligan
32 Scott Drive (R)
Gymn 1-4 .. 15-51? .. Papa
Crew .. Huh? .. Gl Crew ..
Soap Lab .. W/RR, JB, RS Mem
Wknd 90 .. Buffalo .. Gas 138?
 .. DIP NITE. TR W/SM, Jl,
92.3 .. YD LW JJS? My boys
 — ILY .. Bk W/DO, ME, CH,
DB Scotty — YTB .. Tam —
GL .. Thanx Mom, Dad, Miss
OToole, + Ed

Patricia Emerick
Tricia
316 Cross St (B)
The clic DA, HL, JD, CD, JC, JE,
SB, JM, TB, MG, TT .. OPP.
NANTASKET .. FR/HL ..
CD .. FR boys .. my tree ..
BROCTN/N .. W/HL/CD ..
THE AVE .. SUMMER JAM
with CD .. JEN, OPPS WE
GOT CAUGHT! .. ladies 1st!
 .. pk Jen .. wildberry DA ..
FFD New Years eve 91 .. Don’t
care guys still love VV .. Justin’s
house .. baber, love you Mom &
Dad p/b/s/hl
Colleen Fahey
41 Edward Rd (R) Poms 4.

Kim M. Fandrich
406 East St. (B)

Jesse A. Faunce
377 South Main Street (R)
Football, Basketball, Baseball, Hockey, 1 2 3 4 NOT ... Mass. Mini Tractor Pullers Assoc ... Blue Chevy pickup with white wheels ... Metal Shop ’90 ... Print Shop ’92 ... Grove Street is one way? ... C.P., S.P., K.K., R.A., M.M ... I Luv You, Diane, O.K.? ... 94 HJY ... Thanks Mom & DAD ... Keep on Truckin’, B.R.

Lenny Ferrara
696 Pleasant St. (R)
Sarah Fenton
100 Stony Brook Rd. (R)
GTWGF; PW, NM, JO, DAD, CC, CF. The Pole “CRASH” ... NYE 89’ Bubbles! ... Pillow Fights — J.O. ... SILVER BULLET ... Hockey w/"T" & gang, Coffee at 4 am ... Nik’s Party ... Onset, Nantasket ... 2nd prd. w/JE, JO, MG, Julie — H.D ... Freedom — “Art”, “MARIO” ... FFF Summer 90’, 91’ ... concerts ... Dave’s House ... out w/Brian, 3rd period — JO ... Thanks MOM, DAD, MIKE, DINO, CHRIS, ILYG!!! ... BYE B.R.!!!

Amy J. Ferrari
309 Vernon St. (B)
Field Hockey 1-3, Track 1-4,

Todd Feehey
50 Alexander Drive (B)
Class President 2 ... Orioles ... Beethoven ... People Who ... Better Dead Than Red ... WW ... Pizza ... The Godfather ... Later to MS, JG, ZG, RB, DS, AB, TB, EG, and Mr. C. De Bogota ... Basic’91 ... USA ... CzNO3 ... Nixon w/ Framed ... Twelve ... "Cry baby, and unleash the dogs of war ...
... danke, Mac, Dad, Mike, Chris, Tom, and VAR!
Jennifer Gallagher
Jen
84 Diniz Drive (R)
Softball: 1, 2, 3 ... Cheer: 1 Arthur 9/23/89 ... I luv you Hi-Night and T-Man w/SA... Shell "89" v/A.N. WOW! My Propositions to Feath Mountain Climbing — Twins. X-mas M/W/BH ... Red LGTS ... Twom's house ... Cruz "92", w/SA BH, SP ... J/S/D/B/B— 91 Thanks Mom, Dad, Mike and Tina ... I love You!!!

Carl Gardner
Mouse
41 Ramblewood Dr. (R)
Soccer (1-4) ... Wrestling (1-4) Capt ... Skateboarding (9, 10) ... out w/Coles ... Weightlifting? Feb 9, 91 ... Donut ride from hick ... outside on 12/31/91 ... Hitting stumps and poles ... Thunder Jets ... Sloth .."Me, Nixon", AP-IBR ... Hellooo! ... BB, LP, TN, GZ, JB ... I Love You, Jen! ... Thank Mom & Dad

Zack Gasse
28 Water Street
(B) MA 02324

Christopher Geer
Chris
90 Brookside Drive (B)
Soccer 1 + 2 ... Ski Club 1-4 Yellow Bird ... "Where are w ... HCW 1990 ... Phantoms signs ... GNR's J.B, Conce ... R.J ... Duck Pond w/Lisa Scotland ... Jr. Prom ... C Mobile ... Cuffy, Johnny, Red Matt's ... LUV U Lisa ... Go luck BG, LD, JR, ND, Ready USMC Smit Thank you Mom Dad ... LUV U 'N U Thot l Neva C The Day

Christine Gettmann
Chris, Gettie
136 Temi Rd (R)
CC, 1-4 Capt 3, 4 ... ST 1-3 ... WT 1-3 GIRLS CC OCL CHAMPS '88 ... West Sutton '90 — surferdude ... Dick's school ... tweedle dumest ... La-Salette — #39 ... since 2nd grade Clorox 2 ... I got skil ... balloons (look inside ) ... Accident that happened ... New Years Eve '92 ... I luv u guys: AG, TL, TF, AC, MC, HM, CC ... Good Bye B-R! Thanx Ma, Dad and Michelle

Daniel Gillen
Dan
25 Clarence Ave (B)
Football 1 ... Golf 2 ... Tennis 3, 4 ... Foreign Lang 3, 4 ... '84 Cav ... Hey Buffy PS ... Hey Boopa your attitude ... Shut up Randall ... Flip any more cars? JL ... Jr Prom ... Light it up Liam ... Go Sox ... JR boat ... Rack em Up Boopa? ... Draft Mike Marshall! idiot! ... Go 'M's ... Thanks Mom and Dad ... Good Luck LG, EG, IM, JR, PS, JL

James Gleason
414 Elm Street (B)
Hockey: 1-4 Cptain 4 ... G&R do something C.C ... Barrels of fun at the Blues, Mailed & Titticut $5 ... The Box ... New Years at Zacks ... (fun) Cans, Erns, Bels, Dipes, nova, N.H bch brawl, Joe's, Canada 1 & 2, G building ... Good luck to all my wise buds, the poccle, The Nightmares ... Bye BR ... Beam me up Scotty!!

Tracie Gleason
Trace
414 Elm Street (B)
Band: 1, 2, 3, 4 ... Fun at mall in Quebec 2, Ca remem when we got lost ... Carolyn, yu know he liked you not me ... A drea lounge was fun! "Thats cool ... Der! ... Good luck to n friends. You know who you ar ... Krystone flubar ... C-Ya B "Well there you go"!!!
Erin Gotreau  
206 Park Avenue (B)

Everett Gouveia  
10 Birch Hill (B)  
Hockey 1-4 Cpt  

Aimee Gray  
"Flip"  
28 Elizabeth Dr (R)  

Marissa Gray  
11 Martin Drive (R)  

Amy Leigh Griffin  
Ames, Griff, Ball-n-Chain  
20 Alverna Road (B)  

Benjamin Grimes  
102 Elm Street (R)  

Amy Gubellini  
Amis  
180 Church Street (R)  

Sue Haddock  
1004 Bedford Street (B)
Deborah Hamilton
Debbie
56 Arrowhead Drive (B)
Flags 1, 2, 3, 4... Chorus 1, 2, 3, 4 Bye Bye Birdie, Mame, G & D Great times w/ great friends I love you all! Parties at my house... lunch w/Tm & JB... Thanks Mrs. Smith for life WB park... Duxbury beach... Jr Prom... Christmas 90 & 91... I love you, Jason... 7/25/90 Thanks for everything luv ya! Thanks Mom, Dad, Tim, Jason

Amy Harman
45 Maple Ave. (B)
CC (1, 2, 3, Cpt 4)... WT (1, 2, 3 Cpt 4)... St 1, 2, Cpt 3, 4... WAC, PL, HMB, BBB, MM, SR, G&D YWOY... Jr. Climb, Lunch Crew, Paperbag and P.N... 6th at J's, M & C & CCC, acco Is it a basket?... AFt ski w/JT, CM, BD... bug, TT, Btec window U... ILS & R N!... C-T.M. A.N!... No, a basket! S&B! BIG plans!... Thks. Mom & Dad ILU GL Bren. Bye Guys I love you all!

Brenda Hartley
Bren
48 Concerta Dr. (B)
Soccer 1-4... Ski Club... SADD... GTWGF UKWUR! Twomey's the guys... Secrets... TAT'S... Where's the Hazards w/HB + AG... WHTT Luv Dups?... the girls... Jr Prom... Joes... DAVE 7/5/90 YMTWTM ILY... S.C. w/PM, MP + DE... Ptwn w/MMDYR SF?... NYE at Daves... XMas movies w/JG... 2nd lunch w/SA... WDC WAG Obviously 11/11/90! Blaze of Glory... Cruise 92 w/SA, JP Thank Mom + Dad ICHDIWY ILY!!!

Jennifer Hastings
Jenn
527 Hall ST. (R)
Flags 1-4 Capt. 3-4, UCONN, UMA... Virginia 92... GAS?... Car Shopping... Christmas 91 Papa Crew... GT WGF... AB, JI, CM, AB, RR, AD, SV, MC, JH... NOT!... Pat 11/3/91 IWALY... Papers?... Thanks Mom & Dad... Good luck Lauren & Russ... Thanks Mrs. B

Scott Alexander Hayes
"Flayla"
333 South Street (B)
F/W The Jims, Miguel, Ernie, Pete, Dave, Chris, Swart, And Whoever... Metallicas 91)... New Year's 89'-91'... Jul. 3, 91... at Manomet... The Blues... Mallard Titi cut nights... Hey Cori, let's go to Peaceful Meadows... Zeppelin Rules!... No Rice I wont put P.M... Happiness no more be sad, Happiness I am glad... Hey Saundra what's up! I love You!!... Later B.R...

Jeffrey M. Holloway
Jeff
58 Ruth Ellen Rd.
Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4... Track 1, 3, 4... Ski Club 1, 2, 3, 4... GTWGF John, Bill, Pat, "Cat", Garrett, "George", + the Pocle"... S.M.B. concert... "Canada"... The Joker"... Wrong way Bobo"... Kel's House... The Shed"... SCHISTERS RULE... "Maybe next year Ben"... IWALY LAURIE... Thanks Mom and Dad! Good Luck Kara!
Eric Holmgren
Homie
Club, Skip Club, 4th per. crew.
Club. School. Good luck to JS
JR, JG, JD in So. Co. LK
RPT, CC, SN Etc. Musri.
Lyndexia. Nice Sheeple.
Canada. O'N'R's Con-
Ticicat blues across from
green Elm Rope Swing...
Barrett Richard Johnson
620 South Main St. (R)
Ski 1-4, Soccer I
Pools Open... Boston 495... 7 min. Mike & Katies Loveboat
Eggs. Wake up Cinderella Ya You
Do. Seatbelts. Jeep Tree. B.B.G.
ILY Janet 2:44 AM 11/12/91.
Espy JRP K.W. Brownie's at fault.
Hi Bob. TGWGF — SB CHMP
GA GL JD Thanx MP WInd-
Love ya Mom & Dad Good Luck
Brandt

Brian Johnson
Johns
53 Brewer Drive (B)
Baseball 2, 3, 4
GTWGF — MD, Oak, MR, MR.
GM, AT, BJ... Oops! Can't swim.
Legion Ball.OMW — JC! Scruff
GyDHOH... Jr. Prom, MT...
raffle winner! Macus... GEKO
... "Rivs" 2nd home... New
Years Eve 17-16 W...
GAKAB ...
Thanks M + D...
GL Tim or Paul.

Jennifer L. Johnson
180 Main St. (B)
"Rob, love you now and 4+ 
More"... "Moosh"... "Je-
Amy" "Snake pits, Killer box
and barbed wire"... "FFF"
"Dumb Bunny"... "ILY Ry"
... "The Family Truckster"
"Cori, Sue, Jen"... "Beth H-
The Bet"... "KC, PW, SF, JH"
SH, AB, DM" "Heather"... "L
Scotti"... "Thanx Dad! ILY"
"Bye B-R!"
FINALLY.

M.U.R.H.

Tony,

"It mom 495? years.

Sorry, 

THE.

"You.

So,

Movie DUNNIES IS Guys.

T.R.

2, 4 Baseball...

Hey,

GOOD tire.

Morrison.

THANKS,

do

Thanks,

KF,

Port-

Awww Stonehill Moe.

BC 2 3,

Sum-

Takin' Crescent Joseph.

the Odie,

Bye

"Need years.

Y.L.C.B.

BLUES,

Hello.

3,

Mattress Big

The.

Tennis ONE

D,

M,

JDS

HANKS IOUPER

IE

EAR'S iricot/atching

4FTW/3-5

rTUTP/

vlTWTM/Boycott

)/NFATGTat

rWGF

ANOMET

JAF/

rty

anks

hanx

RTY.

Prom

MO,

Starts /

THE

220 781

STEVE,

4th

for

Where's

memories

ITM/CFB

&

Chris

with

Chris -

MTWY/3-5

ITM/CFB & M/

atching AM diving YWGT/the

frico/ly — Mom, Dad & LS

hanx T, L & R /Later BR —

anks for the memories...

Eve Jorge

220 Walnut St. (B)

TWG/ — YKWYA /Summer

0" / 4th of July — CC, BW,

)/NFATGT at MP's /STTL /

Prom with DB Thanx PD?

try Starts Now/Love You Chris

MTW/Boycott Newport/

JAF/Where's April? /WHAP/

/CUTP/ NH with Chris -

M.T.WY/3-5

ITM/CFB & M/

Scott Kelliher

781 Auburn St (B)

ANOMET '91 . . . NEW

YEAR'S '91 . . . "WANT TO

SEE THE IG UANA," . . .

DANCEING . . . STATE

COOPER . . . THE CRYSTAL

. . . BLUES, GB, MLRD.

HANKS TO ALL OF MY

UDS . . . GOOD LUCK MP,

M, MO, MA, MJ, MK, DS, JP,

HG, SK, PC . . . FINALLY

ONE . . . THANKS, MOM,

AD, STEVE, SEAN

Brian Joyce

Joycey

1135 Barberry Circle (B)

Soccer 1-4 . . . Tennis 1-4

GTWGF M.D, M.R, M.R, BJ,


G.T.W. LIS . . . DUNNIES SIS?


JOHN'S LOOK OUT!! CAVS.

Good luck G & Jess . . . P.J. &

Kev you don't need luck . . . mom

& dad love ya always & thanks!

“92”

Lucien Kaczor

2001 South St. (B)

Joseph Karo

Joe

18 Yoke Road (B)

Good luck Mikey and when the

mornings are getting you down talk
to Phil . . . Odie, you're the lizard

king . . . Tony, all the best times

were with you and Mikey and
thanks for never actually making
me walk . . . Morrison lives!! Long

live the Marlboro man . . . Bye B-

R . . .

Sean Kelly

525 Walnut St. (B)

New Year's Eve '91, Brian, where

ya goin'? . . . Sorry, bad-l-y . . .

Physics Bunch . . . Stonehill

Private Party . . . "Need a tire
cover?" . . . "You have the precalc
HW?" . . . "It just - I" . . . Port-

er's Coneheads 2-3 . . . Emma's

$99 Pizza . . . 495? . . . Summer

School . . . Hey, BC, SB, DL, AB,

BLD, BD, CM . . . Thanks, Mom,

Kev, Joe, Tim

Warren G. Kelson III

20 Douglas Drive (B)

Football 1 . . . Baseball 1, 2 . . .

Golf 2, 3, 4 . . . Hoops 1, 2, 3, 4 . . .

Hello JP . . . Crescent . . . The

Crew MB, TH, Gumpy . . . Sum-

mer w/crew . . . So, what do you

wanna do? . . . Awww Yeah

McDonalds . . . YES MP, MT . . .

Jr Prom The B Van/Jr. Lounge/

per 4 . . . Big Mistake KH — Go

UNC . . . Movie at Stonehill . . .

it IS tomorrow . . . Sax game . . .

The Y . . . Takin' the T. Fightin'

Christians . . . BC — Okie. Thanks

Mom + Dad — and I do mean it.

Frank Koslowsky

68 Spring St (B)

Mame . . . Mattress . . . Guys &

Dolls Mad Moe 5 years . . . Moe

knows To all the doughnut runs

1st per . . . to all the poor burns at

my work . . . T.R. with R.A . . .

Thanks VRR Took 5 years but I

made it.
Thad Krikorian
57 Alden Square (B)
PCSB — 1-4 ... Gobstoppers 1-4 ... Ted’s ... Smitty’s parties ... FL to CW ... Wall guys ... To ML — “Battery” isn’t their best and Habs ROT!! ... S.P. — RUSH RULES!! ... Red in AZ ... Quebec — Stanley Cup 1993!! ... SP/SW — Keep the insanity alive! ... SP/SW — Take off eh!! ... Python!!! JB and EJ — BB’s #1!! ... 4 Cyl. chase ... ’88-’92 — Veni, Vidi, Vidi!! (Whateva?)

Mary Kupchun
1867 South St (B)

Patricia LaBonte
Trish, Tricia
159 North Main St. (R)
W-track 2, 3 ... Ski Club 1-4 ... GTWGF/YKWA, Lunch Bunch ... AG, BP, JL ... Parked Car? to JL: Land Your Balloon ... Halloween 91 ... “10-17” ... Thank you for everything Derek— ... Battery” isn’t their best and Habs ROT!! ... S.P. — RUSH RULES!! ... Red in AZ ... Quebec — Stanley Cup 1993!! ... SP/SW — Keep the insanity alive! ... SP/SW — Take off eh!! ... Python!!! JB and EJ — BB’s #1!! ... 4 Cyl. chase ... ’88-’92 — Veni, Vidi, Vidi!! (Whateva?)

To ML — “Battery” isn’t their best and Habs ROT!! ... S.P. — RUSH RULES!! ... Red in AZ ... Quebec — Stanley Cup 1993!! ... SP/SW — Keep the insanity alive! ... SP/SW — Take off eh!! ... Python!!! JB and EJ — BB’s #1!! ... 4 Cyl. chase ... ’88-’92 — Veni, Vidi, Vidi!! (Whateva?)

Andrea Lake
450 Summer St. (B)
DANCING 1981-92 ... Touch of Class Dancers ... Glen 5/24/90 ... I Love You! ... POMS 4 ... Virginia ... Good Times w/Glen, Lisa, Fred ... MOOG! 3rd per. lounge w/KP, KS, KM ... Thanx Mom, Rob, and Lisa!!

William Lally
302 Pleasant St (B)

Garrett Lappin
SQUIRREL
66 Mt. Prospect St. (B)
Soccer 1-4 ... Wrestling 1, 2 Tennis 1, 3, Ski Club 1-4 ... NSP 1-4. SCHISTERS RULE!! B — jumps/R — swings/w/ the N. Seals. Road Trips w/ the Gang — Can./RP/Rocky Pond/Stratton. RICOCHET!! The Motion Of The Ocean! Tiff, sorry, maybe someday? Hey DEGO, SCUB, TUR-Bo, JUG, CC, LS, ES/GOOD LUCK! Later Days! THANX — Mom/Dad/Lovya Sho.

Kelly Lapuc
639 King Phillip St. #50 (R)
WT 2-4 ST 2-4 ... GTWGF MJ, L TB The Hard Pack ... APT ... Shedmen ILYG ... S1 ... Limo Piano Man ... Days Inn ... TFHM Pete + Ed AO Loum ... TFAT GTICH ez Canada ... Camping ... FLA w/MJ + B ... Bryant w/JS, TB, Bw ... Prom Qu ... Friendly’s w/Lau ... Smr ‘91 in Falmouth ... N — Nat is Zeus ... Thanx Mom, Dad, Matt, + Nana ILY.
Keri Laroe  
165 North Main St. (R)  
3/89 Jon I Waly . PJ  
thanks for everything . . . "28".,  
N. L. Betsy, Dave's GF: BJ,  
's, HB, SA, JG, SB, DN,  
NLOVER, and Guys . . . GT's  
for Twomey's . . . LM's w JD  
Year's 91 & 92 . . . Thanks  
and, Dads, MA, Do . . . Good  
luck Kris, Roni, Kyleigh Thanks  
and O'Toole

Cherie Lynn LaForest  
365 Elm St. (B)  
cheering 2, 3, 4th . . . gymnastics  
2, 3, capt . . . the cape w/  
dj. + dudes, 4th of July . . . my  
house . . . Boston, coin nuts . . . 2  
for 3 dolla CW/y/w/a/b/j/m/h.  
Edgewood Club w/mp/mm/ba/jk  
Florida w/b/r . . . you're too cool  
. . . I'm too cool for rules . . . Mon.  
W/1c, nm . . . eggs, cheese - +  
. . . za za's the best! The Rifle  
wasn't me . . . new years eve w/  
matt kish, you're my dream come  
true thanks, tracie, ma + every-  
one! 

Jeff Lemon  
"Snoopy Wits"  
1004 High Street. BR. tillcut blues  
from across the green Elm . . .  
Krokus . . . B.F. John S . . . good  
M.M. D.L. C.P. M.O . . . GREAT  
FRIEND J.D . . . Summer "91"  
. . . rope swing . . . good luck: Car-  
rrie Candy & Meagan Thanks dad  
and mom.

Merrie Levy  
711 Forest St. (B)  
Carolyn its been fun don't forget  
grade school thanks . . . Debbie  
thanks for being there . . . Mrs.  
Smith I learned alot from you  
thanks. I'll never forget you . . .  
Thanks for everything Arry, Dan,  
Mom and Dad!  
I LOVE YOU!

Heather Libby  
1910 South ST (B)  
ends Always . . . TE, DA, JD,  
JC, JE, SB, CD, MG, TB,  
B, TT . . . CHRS '89 '91 /a/  
. . . Jr. prom /JS . . . N/A/J's  
cops got caught . . . F/r/h/n/  
f/e . . . Rockland pl . . . BT  
. . . /s/o/91 . . . 94 . . . 5 sum-  
jam . . . nantasket . . . the tree  
let's p/b DA . . . branubian sis.  
. . . baber baber . . . good luck  
& TG . . . love you Mom, Dad,  
me, and thank you!

Danielle Lind  
236 Nicholas Rd (R)  
Soccer 1-3 . . . B-ball 1-3 . . . Soft-  
ball 1-4 . . . Ski Club 1-4 . . . "Your  
Mutha" . . . B-fields . . . "We're  
gonna flip" . . . Canada . . . Green  
B Lunch — jinx . . . J&J Parties  
Ireland . . . "Just keep going, the  
waters coming in" . . . Gym . . . "if  
you can't be quiet then leave" BS  
+ MA . . . New Y Res — "I'll  
be nice, NOT" . . . EM nice B' . . .  
GTWGF — I'll always love U guys.  
Thanks Mom + Dad . . . Good  
Luck Chris . . . I did it!!!

Jason Livie  
LIV  
95 Deerfield Dr. (B)  
Soccer 1 . . . Golf 2 . . . Ski Club  
1, 2, 3, 4.  
Friday football games . . . a roll  
through the field . . . presents to  
the "all" couple good luck — ce,  
mv, td, kh . . . we're outta here!  
thanks mom & dad . . . good luck  
mark!

Diane Lombard  
Drippy-Frac  
17 Flagstone Place (B)  
Skiing, Swimming, Playing Pool  
. . . Michelle . . . New Years Eve  
"91" . . . Brrrr . . . HP . . . Luv  
ya Steve . . . Having fun with  
M.M., J.O., R.L., S.B., K.W.,  
Wiggles . . . We still love you  
Jesse. . . Watch out for the train  
. . . Do the speed limit . . . Good  
Luck David & Dana . . . Thank  
You Mr. Peabody, Mr. Goslin, Mr.  
Silvia, & Mom & Dad
Derek Long
41 Plymouth St. (B)
Judas Priest '90 (J.P. wake up)
... Clash of the Titans '91 ... My
Corolla ... Binks w/ J.P., J.O.,
J.D ... Respect José ... Halloween
'91 ... 10/17 ... Remember
the good times Tricia. H.S.
wouldn't have been the same
without you ... Keep tryin' J.J ...
Thanks Mom, Dad, Tracie, and
Aaron

Julie Ann Lovell
Duke, Duka
27 Austin St. (B)
Field Hockey 1, 2, (M), 3 Drama
1, 2, 3 ... Regionals Sound 3, 4
... Hawaii, 89 ... Europe, 90 ...
Myrtle Beach w/ Annie, 91 ...
G.T. W.G.F ... Dinka, Annie,
J.C., J.O'N, K.F., L.C.C., M.S ...
F.F.F., TRUCCHI'S 89-92 ...
TIGERS, ... DANCING ...
THANKS MARK ... MOM ...
GERRY ... YOU'RE THE
BEST ... BYE B.R ...
Robert Manning
80 Aspen Dr,
Hob, Spannells
All nighter at Smitty's. I'll show you Fighting Irish... New Years Eve with Cruz... Indian Pudding... Cowboy Bob... Hombres vs. Blasts... Porta It's Been fun Kristin... GTW BR MC NA CC G/D G CT JB JS CL KS NB BG RM AT JS MM Thanks Ma + Dad Good Luck Ray BM MC CC

Kristine Marshall
97 Dean St.
CBM
Convulsions... Crash 1, 2, 3... Grease Fire... Day's Inn... Hotel Hell... Lance & Mike's Party's... '86... Camaro... "Rocking the Cradle"... No left turns. Norton. "4 Wheeling"... "CB" Summer of '91... M.H., L.S., C.B., D.R., D.R., H.S., M.H., T.F., Joe... K & B.K Friends... '87 car... Thanks everyone... I Finally made it!

Christina Martin
Tina
79 FREMONT ST. (B)
FLAGS 1, 2... Maj 3, 4... Chorus 2, 3, Quebec... New York... Flags St... New Years 89... Through the window... South St cops... Parties at my house... Crash '90... '91 Bill, I LOVE YOU... 15-15-91? Indian Rocks... Thanks to all, I love you guys... Thanks mom, dad, bill, dl, the Allens, Kevin — I made it... See Ya!!

Vincent Malik
80 Stonybrook Drive (B)

Neal Martyniak
Polark
398 Elm St. East (R)
football 1... Baseball 2, 3 Ski club 1-4... Old Silver Beach... purple Bikini... 70 Chevelle "2 kts"... 15 secs for love Sues... Prom... Melissa thanks for memories!... Canada (91)... extreme Team... Stratton or just... Halloway's House... pt. 50... "J'ai find the water eat? Good Luck Louie, THNX M D.

Jennifer McDonagh
1075 South St (B)
Flags 2, 4... Chorus 2, 3, 4 Play 1, 2... Charlie, tina Deb, Thea, Mike, Amy, Mom & Dad N. Good luck Beth!... Kabara & Kerrie, Buckley, Dave, Anthony, Mattman, Bruce, Patti, Barry, and anyone else I missed! May we all find love, happiness and money!... G'N'R Quebec... I love U Brr!

Margaret Mary McLaughlin
Peggy, Peg
16 Ruth Ellen Rd (R)
the limo... g-bld... HJQ... Slaughter @ RR... entire Jr yr w/Bon + 6th per lounge... IFD, ML + LAN, IWS, IAND... H'ween '91 — my poor K-boats + SB... NFw/SD... wmf — LR... V-club... Bucking fiesta... mature 16 yr olds... DD till 1:40... B.O.B... overnite @MB w/Mel — my DB — GTWGF — ILYG... ALL MY LOVE + THANX — MDP + J

Heather A. McRae
120 Francine Rd. (R)
Dingbat... FCS... Ice... Fish "LOOKS"... tray... S + P shakr Ponderosa... Ice Princess... Homework nights... Fly... "Now I lay you down to rest a ton of water on your chest!"... A.J.L... 4eva Lights on the bushes... She = W.C... I LOVE YOU Mom + Dad... Good Luck Amy + Tim Thanks for everything: AG, JC, MC, TL, CC, SO, MB, MC.
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Mary Meier  
857 South St. (B)  
M/Y/A...c/s... J/R Pictures  
Skiing ... Prom ... 2/19/90  
Thanks Creighton bug ... F/F  
H.B. & J.R. ... A/B/T/F Spencer ... M/L/U/A ... Aimee ...  
/1/M/T/B/B. ... Love ya Spencer, Aimee, Mom, Dad, Ca, Ryan  
Bye B-R!!

Alfred Melberg  
134 W. Elm St. (R)  
GTWGF ... yjwta ... thanx 4 being there. LC. EJ. MO. JE,  
BOYCOTT NEWPORT W/ ej.  
THE CAMPER. JR PROM W/ DON dysab ... WHAP ... THE  
LUGGAGE RACK W/MO ... MONDAY TALK W/BM. LC.  
CL ... WHIPEY LC TUJAF ... LYCNUTP ... MUD-DIVING  
AT FIESTA WKND @ a ...  
thanks mom, dad, and dan

April Menconi  
32 Bridge St. (R)  
Gym 1-4 Capt 3 ... Cheerleader  
3 ... GS Track 1 ... BS Trk Mgr. 2-4 ... GTWGF — "M  
AC", JD, CD, JC, TB, JE,  
DA, TE, HL, CD, — Jr. Prom Chris 11-17-90 ILYF & A  
Strawberries — 1st. FLORI  
— AC, MG — MG — ri New Years Eve 89, JD — mi  
don't laugh, camouflaged, DC  
16th b-day, 6th per. Ig Chur  
FL — CG — Thanx, Gram,  
D, T, D. IW YWH ILY Mom Josh.

Julie Mendonca  
97 Hale St. (B)  
Jules  
672 South Main St. (R)  
Field Hockey 1, 2, 3 ... Track 1,  
2 ... W. Track ... S.C ... N.H.S  
... W.A.C ... Operator #1 ...  
L/table w/ B.D, C.M, J.T, A.H  
... Paperbag ... Blasting D.H.  
w/K.S ... K.O.P ... Lasershows  
... NOT! Pick up Artists ... Jr.  
Prom w/RICK ... P.G. triangles  
... Thanks Mom and Dad ...
Cheri Mitchell
56 Crapo St. (B)

Jason Mitichele
Mitch
36 Nottingham Dr. (R)

Carolyn Moberg
490 Hayward Street (B)
Flag Staff: 1 Key Club: 3 Yearbook Staff: 44... great times and all my Friday nights spent with Tom... dancing school... star market. sound central star mas party 90... fun times with TG, PL, TG, SM, JM, SM, BY, VB, CP, KH, BD... Thanks Mom, Dad, and Jay

Matt Moquin
MOKA
Nothing 1-4... G.T.W.G.F., RR, MT, JM, CP, MW, KN, JM, SS, EG, JK, and TSC... Wagoner... Yelle's, Nelly's, Twomey's, AC/DC... camping... New Years '91... MACA's FTG... 5-Ball... TC... TB... BWT... Thank You 89-91. Pete, DE, CS, DM, KS, CH, AG and Mom & Dad.

Kevin Morrison
28 Edward Rd. (R)
basketball 2... Football 1; 2, 4
Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4... This heeds... Thank you Julie M... bie C. Gum?... I Luv u Mom, Dad, Sandy, ca, Lori G. L. Shawn. Bye Jen R... Smitty's 2G's. G. L. T. H.

John Morrissey
Woody
38 Pleasant Drive (B)
Football 1, 2, 3, 4... F.O.F.A.L Beach w/ Bean Beach w/ Bean & Crew. What red it? oops Good Friends. JB, MJ, BR, SP, AB, RB, LF, RR, MV, MH, JS, SF Good Luck... 22, 76, 75, 55, 45, 47, 62, 35, 68 & r/o Team 4wd w/ Peters s/o 104 Matt — Y.M.F. Marina Bay 91. Toyota Power (not) Rot Box Good Luck next yr to Cristy, Kelly Stacey Lifting w/ Dr. Z. Thanks Mom, Dad, Woody. Kris, Liz, Steve — I made it!

Justin Moscardelli
120 Oak Ridge Lane (B)
Basketball, Football, Spring Track: 1, 2, 3, 4... G/T/W/G/F — JM, MW, MT, RR, SS, JM, MM, CP, KN, EG, PF, PP, MD, TN... Maca's house 6/18/91... F.T. Green's... T.R. 8/1-91 — Did I tell you today?... Twom's fire (wasn't me) Sure Willy. I still luv ya.)... Campouts... N.D. w/MM & RR, (use the sink!) B.U. 12/7/91, almost... GL30... Ducks... Thanks Mom, Dad, Chris...
Pam Napolitano
P.J.
246 Ramblewood Dr. (R)
Cheering & 4. Softball 123...
Joe I.WALY 10/16/88 Keri thanks for everything... SSNL, “28”, Betsy “J” twins ILY’s... GF’s KL, TB’s, SA, HB, SB, JG and “GUYS” Dawne TSM ILY... THANKS SO MUCH MOM & DAD J’s, P’s, N’s, P’s... I LOVE YOU’s... THANK GOD FOR MARC...

Melissa Jane Nawrocki
15 Stepanihe Lane (B)
Tennis 1-4 (CC 3 + 4)... BB 
...Ski Club... Buckies... Dony Ditch... JF @ T and Impala...
Kenny... BBD... Take it, Roy What is he, blind?... Mad Dog... CRASH—Keri + the fender...
New Year’s — maybe next year, Kate... Denise... Shoul-
der to Shoulder... Thanks Buddy!... GF-KH, KN, BD, AT, ME, LC, + SS, KO Thanks Mom, Dad, Kat, + Pam.

Keri Neagle
95 Riverview Drive (B)
Basketball 1, 2, 3,... Tennis 2, 3 (yeah right)... skiing... Brian — given; YT GI WM YN YT FE... MTBB — MN — “SD”...
“You’re on my skis!”... KH — “Shame, Shame, Shame!”...
Canada w/KH & DL — “How hot was it Danielle?”... My fender bender (sorry M & D) Dullie’s ditch... Apr vacation... Melissa, who do you walk like?... Go get ’em Erin, Good luck... Thanks Mom and Dad — I LOVE YOU!

Scott M. Nicolas
Scott
1699 High St. (B)
Hey D., love ya... Hey Sheeba, “milk’em”... 79 F-150... Hey, Will... Morning, Sheriff... Gonna take a bath this week?... Help me, Will!!!... I love my CA, the most 4-eva... I love you C.A.!!!... Missy’s... Thanks Mom and Dad... Glad I made it!!!

Timothy Nixon
Nixon
35 Cherry St. (B)
Football 1-4 (c) Wrestling 1-4 (c) 
Track 2-4... SC (P) camp wishbone... w.p. I/w 77, 35, 81, 45... hog squad... BU’s/P/S... OCL CHAMPS... 8/15/90
10/6/90... I/W/N/F/T/D... T/P/S... G/T/W/G/B2, 85, 35, 73, 68, 75, 76, 37, 72, 81, 82, 22, 15, 80, 34, 21, CG, 62 F/N/D/A/M... ZUKES PARTY... CAPE w/62... thanx guy, PEA C, A, CM, CH, JL, DC, FOR EVERYTHING THANKS/ MOM AND DAD I LOVE YOU; GL julie I/W/N/F/Y/B/T/Y

Jennifer O’Brien
Jon OB1
750 Auburn St. (B)
GTW TB, MM, MO, JO, HO, TH, KT, CM, CE, Pancakes!... Drive Slow + Lock all Doors!! “92” New Year’s Eve W/HO,SR, CC... Calif. Chuck TFE. ILY 4th of July, Boston... Phil... Do I Match... Dad Thanks For all the gas! Mom I made it!!
Good Luck Michael “95”
Bye BR

Keith Nelson
Nellie
80 Cross Street (B)
G/T/W/G/FRR, SS, CP, MM, MW, JM, EG, CP, JK, JM, DC, SM, JR & the ladies... Twonkey’s House... Hands Up... Can’t Touch This... MN House... Maca’s after Prom,... New Years ’92... Rivs House; Emmas... Gun Club... SS PB, J/H/S... Accord... Summer Style Jeep... Acara... Ames... Hoops Suspension... The Tels kettle... RUMPLEMINTZ!!... Hey Guys I got GUN! Thank Mom, Dad & Gwen I’m out Here!!
Kathy
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Shannon F. O'Neill
Shanny-fran

1155 Plymouth St. (B)
FH 1, 2 . . . Drama 1-3, Green jeep . . . hrs. in the saddle. Labor Day wknd . . . Wasted Time? . . . Neilla, Appa, Bessie . . . fences and stalls, Crystal balls, iguana counseling . . . the hill, owls, Pale Rider . . . Thanx Mommy, Jared, the "girls", Ma, and Lycia.

Holly M. O'Neill
17 Harriet Dr. (B)

Jennifer O'Neil
10 Partridge Trail (B)
F.H. 1, 2 . . . GTWGF — ILYG! B.F. — K.F Smr. 90/fll/ plw. fgt (SF)/Pep Rly 90-91 /WNGR/ NGR/ Drngr's prkg lot/the rde/ Taun 3A. 15M Rky Pr./Can we put the pups/Trucchis/FLASH/ we can't go out back w/out gettin asked on a date/Sat.nghts/OH MY GOD M.G. J.O. thats my name to/Thanks Mom and Dad/Good Luck Jay
Shannon Owen
58 Francine Rd. (R)
Cross Country 2...Winter Track
1, 2, 3, 4...Spring Track 1, 2, 3, 4 Why...You...Here?
'83 Buick...Oil...Christmas '91...Good Luck V.R., H.M., K.P., K.B., K.D., A.L., J.F, Tim and the Papa Gang...Thanks Mom and Dad...Oops sorry Shayne.

Michele M. Pacheco
Shell
1304 New State Hwy. (R)
Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4, Capt 4 O.C.L.CHAMPS91'...Track 3, 4...G.T.W.G.F. - UKWUAR!!...Cruisin' w/ the Girls...Junior Prom...SA - NFTGTF/FF...SC w/PM, BH, DE...Jen 89' WHTN?...Peter 6/24/89 ILU MTA/A + F...GSATTw/PM...New Years Eve!!...UMASS w/BH, Sand — WUGALN?...Thanks Mr. + Mrs. M — UR TB!!...Mom and Louie I Love You!!

Elizabeth Sarah Paine
Liz
331 North St. (B)
WAC, SADD, PL, OUAM, OF
OTCN G & D, PCC, SAIL, SKI, HMUN Jr, CLIMB, BRK, BRN, FR, ITR GTWGF — AF, AP, SP, JR, JB, SB, BD, AH, GRT, PKL, PRE-PROM ISTNT, 92, ITO, PP, OLS, RD, PKL, FUN, HMA, EXACTLY, FL, NH & Jr, PR, BJ, ICIJ! BOYZ NT, OUT, BB & JC, WE DID IT! DON'T 4-GET THE MEMRES. GOOD LUCK JON, U NEED IT! THX. 4 EVERYTHING M & D

Christopher Paolini
“Pao”
119 Stony Brook Rd.
Football, Wrestling 1-4...BU — almost...Boston — LF, CP, LP...Guzmorolli...Java...LP, SP, LF, CP, MT, KM,...Nice Dress, Tricia...“Sorry, son”...MW, JM — it’s the shoes!...PM — coo cool!...Thnx for the memories...Good luck — Al, Scott + Michelle...Love ya’ Mom + Dad...Later, B-R!...P.S. — Kev, like the boots?)...P.S.S. — Mattie, the SHAFT, man!)...
Normand Pelletier
14 First St. (R)

Kerrie Perkins
180 Vernon St. (B)
Pom Squad 3, 4 ... SADD 2, 3 ... Mame ... Mattress ... Guys & Dolls ... Band 1, 2, 3 ... MTV. Dancing — forever ... Sebago ... Paula Coffey Dance Studio ... Quebec ... Virginia ... Windshield wiper ... We're Rocks ... No more fries Kristen ... Dancing w/ Kelley ... Good times w/ Jen ... LS ... JJ ... Al ... KK ... KS ... ST ... Thanks Mom and my sister Katie ... Bye B.R.

Sarah Perkins
50 Conant St. (B)
Field Hockey 1-4, S Track 1-4, Basketball 1-3, Ski Club, PCC; Sailing: Jr. club; Berkley; MTW; casino: Scott — J Prm, Newport, skiing Boyz Nt Out: 1st Nt '92 (T); toad; AF — Where's Wey?? Pkt fun; GTWGF — SP, LP, AF, JR, JB, SB, AH, TS, NP, PD; OCL Champs; Terren; b. ugly; BD — h. driver; KH & KO — born to MUN, noll! SP — grw; Noodle; 732 bu; CG — TFBT; JC & BB — soap! "sisters" Bub & Im Kim; Thanks Mom & Dad! ILY! Good Luck Allyson! (elths???)

Jason Perry
419 Main St. (B)

Stephen Perry
110 Oak Ridge Ln. (B)

Suzanne Persson
85 Short Street (B)

Chris Peters
73 Parkwood Dr. (R)
Hockey 1 ... Baseball 1, 2 ... Golf 2, 3, 4 ... G/T/W/G/F MM, JM, MT, MW, JM, RR, SS, KM, EG, the ladies ... Twomey's ... JD Horseneck why? ... The Z ... Near Death L.F. ... The Ride MW, JM, SM ... Sorry Kim ... F.Y.P. ... New Years Eve '91 ... RR's L.T.D. ... Nellie's ... RvS House ... Till what a night ... Vail MM ... Morning Shms w/ RR ... Can't Touch This ... Hats w/RR, CP ... Emmas ... Gun Club ... Thanks Mom & Dad G/I. Mike
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Thanks 2 K.O., G.Z., G.L.
J.D., S.B., D.A., L.N., C.G.,
and the Gang C-YA Luv YA Mom
Dad Pin Egg K.O.

Brian Pickett
320 Winter St. (B)
Marching Band/Concert Band 1-
4... Pit Band 2-4... Ski Club
1-4...72 Lemans... High speed
chase Quebec... New Years Eve
'91...Trucheis'... Pit cars 1-5
...Lunch Buddies Thank you
everyone, especially Mom & Dad
... Guess half folks. That's the
news, and I am outta here...

Debra Ann Piemante
16 Crescent Dr. (B)
Band ***World Affairs***
NHS** Newspaper** Photography*
#15... D'Angelo's...
McD's Whopper... John!!!
Hopkins...Privleges??.3 holed straw
...twix... Chromosomes, Editor-
tials 4 a.m. Never again!... 79.4
...little black dress... Pierced
ears**/Part3 + IL 11-MADC-
7th-I love you—Thanks Mom,
Dad. A. D.J... M.C/K.S. ALL

Jon Pilling
1260 N. Main St. (R)
Binks 1, 2, 3, 4... '74 Monte
Carlo... Respect ©es... "Matt
wanna race?"... SNL Rules...
"Don't worry, You'll get an ul-
cer!"... "Where's Tyler?"...
Judas Priest — "I'm just resting
my eyes"... METALLICA...
Hewitt's... I Love You Justine!
...THANKS J.P., J.D., E.T.,
D.L., J.O., T.P., P.S., and espe-
cially RBL!

Tom Pinheiro
Pin
229 Prospect Hill (R)
B.B.D. w/M.P... Feb. vac.
...Horseneck skipday... Go
Time Gang... Cherie's bathroo
(sorry)... Lawn — Shopping;
WA in Mvile... Night, in Bro-
ton... TCBY... Summer S
...Late w/M.P. + A.C... Cli
of '91... Good Luck Faith...
Thanx Mom, Dad, Janiacee...
Thanks for all the fun in English even if you did throw me out I'll miss you love Jack

Sarah Elizabeth Porter
"Sa" "Poe"
Plain St. (B)

MD — Cy a there Patty + Kell ki Club 1-4 and 4 eva: RS 3-4; canada "POCICLE" '91 . Miss MORG. THANX PHNF!!
UY YA PS, AT, KL; Good Luck and!!! PCC; "Need a little patience, yeah" On Fin R, Lizzard ing, Dad Co. "U U Sarah Conor?" Chelsey 6/1/91! "Porta Poolaries"; Niagara; Cape w/ Moe,atty, Kim, Bcc, Moe, Ma, Dad, ram + Nan . I made it!!! Why yes! I am blonde! Luv Ya!

Michelle Proulx
83 Temi Rd. (B)
Cheering 2, 3, 4 Capt . Boston — Ready 1, 2, 3, 4; Stonewall w/ DJ + MM . BBD w/TP . "GTG" — 27 see! . BA MM W Happened? ... It was me . Edgewood — opps . H-Time, Rifle w/CL . Prom '91 . JOEY — 1/7/W/F/Y/ . KL — Why? ... NYE '91 . Summer '89 . Only as far as we seek can we go. Only as much as we dream can we be . . . Thanks Mom, Flye 4/P/U/W/Mc . . . Florida here I come!!
Jennifer A. Putignano
33 Hickoryo Dr. (R)
SCOTT 8/7/89 IWALY! Good Times With Good Friends DR, DR, TH, CB, LC, AM, KS Micky D's III Miss You! It's been real!
“Nantasket Beach 91” “Christmas 91” I made it! See U B-B! Thanx Mrs. Smith! Miss U! Thanx Mom & Dad Couldn’t Have Done It Without You Good Luck Joe! Be Happy Tricia & Rob & Mike! Love You! IWALY Coke & Nakco!!

Kimberly Anne Resmini
Kim
605 East St. (B)

Sean C. Rae
65 Conant St. (B)

Dawn Reynolds
94 Richmond St. (R)

Denise Reynolds
94 Richmond St. (R)

Johanna Rapp
45 Alice Road (R)

Brad Resc
91 South Drive (B)

Rob Ricci
Ricky
185 Spruce Street (B)
Mom enjoyed Basketball. Green Football... New OCL Good Barnacle... Jenasus 3 Smr... "Believe Ms./NYE." Where's Okie... GTWGF, McD's Titicut... CC WOW! Who's K-marl... Pete's rope The can OSCAR... my 6 Winged camping... Twomey's N., dding... mse earn... •:lieve ds, #1. J.B. Mark The yrs... P.K. M.D., In... 100 J.B. — — 1-4... 1-3AI4... 90, U... 143... 100 times with the Night-Mares and the pockle... Titicat Nites... Green Building Gang... Af- Ms/ with Michelle... Pete's ava... Lou's Beach... The line Good luck 2 P & P... ax's Wipeout... "Believe in the team, both enemies and friends, youse we'll all be equal when it ds... " The still... I'm Alive!

Jennifer Marie Rich

40 College Road (B)
Track 1-4, F-hockey 1-3, SADD 2-4, Dancing 4-17, GTWGF AF, TS, SB, AP, LP, SP, JB, KP, KM, AR JR Prom, SR, X-Mas Dalmation, 1st Night 92 T, Boys Nt. Out, ITR, Exactly WTW Hap- pen, I can just imag. Pre-Prom, MTV2, TB, Dumpy, Berkley, RD, Barnstable Where's Wey., NK, BCITA, D.D. 5th per. w SB, AF, JE, Gossip B. Good luck Joe + Mike, Love you Mum + Dad. ISH TSGBTY!

Vicki Riordon

459 King St. (R)
Thanks Moe, Ms. O'T. & Ms. Robbins. I enjoyed your class. Thanks to my family who were supportive of me. FK remember my spelling of through. Your fault! ... & thanks to all my friends, P.S., T.G., & S.O. for those dangerous rides to and from school! It's been fun. I'll miss you all!!

Robin Ripley

89 Spruce St. (B)

Jim Rice

Rice
171 Elm St. (B)
and the police... Titicat Nites... Green Building Gang... Af-

Mark Rivers

Rivas
100 Larue Lane (B)
 baseball 1-4... Football 1-3A14. Twomey's... "Where's Oak-

Kimberly A. Robbins

KIM
17 Althea Street (R)
X-Country 1, 2 3 stooges... all nites w/UB, LC, KR, SB, TB... Barnacle... KOCHS Sam + Amys, Paco + Todds... Murbys/w/gang... fin-
esta ride... rope jet O'Toole class... GTWGF — u know who u are... OSCAR... 4th per... McD's... Smr '89/91... camping... 8N-FF... K-marti w/Us I love you Mum, Dad, Kerri + Nicky. Thanks. Bye B.R.

Mark Ronayne

Scruff
527 North Street (B)
Football 1-4, Baseball 1-4, Bas-
ketball 1-2... Ocie in Prov. #68... OCL Champs... Johnson-
sims GTWGF MD, MR, BJ, BJ, JO, GM, AT... Maca's... Fresh B-Ball — Hingham... GL 55, 62, 77, 68, 59... W.T.E.K... Zukes... New Years Eve — TI... Thanx Mom and Dad GL Brian and A.J

Paul Rondelli

Rondo
532 South Main St. (R)
Cross-Country 2, 3, 4, Co-Capt. 4... Basketball 1-4... Spring Track 1-4... Soccer 1... The shed?!... Who's Godfrey?... FSC w/JPand JS LMSYS... CC football #1... legit... The Yellow Matilbu... Mr. P, NMT... Cherry St... GL to JP, JS, CT, CH, BG, JB, NM, RE, JO... Thanxs Mom and Dad... Good Luck Class of '92...
Traci Santos
339 Judson St. (R)
Field Hockey 123 ... Spring Track 12 ... San — IARYF
_tickerton, R.I. ... Last again ... "Patsy" ... S F —
GLCHFWM ... Good times with great friends ... AP, AF, LP, JR,
JB, SB, BD, SP, BS, LS, PD, JS,
DM, BS, RC ... TD — ADC and YWWT ... July 4, 1991 ... DL,
DG — "RC" ... Thanks Mom and Dad ... Good luck Jeff & Amy!

Laura Samuels
156 Spruce St. (B)
Horseneck Bch ... 1st Night MT ... Chris/9/91 ... Flor 91 ... Friendly's w/Kel ... Dr. Inn ... Limo/9/22/90 ... Maryland w/Sheri ... Jr. Prom ... C Ap #50 ... GTWGFSD, HJ, MT, KN, DJ, The Hard Pa Cuz, DA, JD, BC, CJ, PM, of course BR ... 6th Peri Lounge ... Good Luck BG Thanx Mom, Dad, & Jeff.

Daniel Schultz
Dan
171 Walnut St. (B)
"Help, help! I'm being pressed!!" ... Mexico, man Matt, keep the change ... G ... The Python Crew ... "Tha a job for Stupendous Man!"

Richard Rumrill
Rum
302 Vernon St. (B)
Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4 Capt. 4 Golf
2, 3 G/T/W/G/FSS CP, KN, MW, JM, MT, JM, MM, EG, CP,
SM, JK, DC, & the ladies ... BeanTown w/MM, SS ... MT's House ... NC Hands up!!
Can't Touch this, The Bottle ... L.T.D ... Hats w/ CP, CP ... E.B. w/MT ... Lost w/CP ... New Years '92 ... Maca's Prom Party ... F/TheGREEN JM ... Emmas ... Gun Club ... Morning Slims w/CPPL ... w/MW, SS ... H/Neck ... I got gun Thanx Mom & Dad

Rebecca Sanfor
235 Nicholas Rd. (R)
Becca, Bec, Derrie
STRK 1, 2 ... GMNSTCS 1-4 ... PRLDRSHP 2, 3 ... NHS 3,
4 ... BT w/SF — "U — joint" ... C & K; NY Eve 90, 91; RCKY PNT; Cali smr 90; "Watch out for the ice"; Poles ... JB's 3p... RR — Concusn. STNHIL w/MP, TFE — Bren — Go Figure, Sivr Bulli, Camaro — sorry LL, Jr Prm, GT w/"Grape" F's, PMSQ's w/AV, LMW — Limm 8/6/90 ... Luv Ya — M & D, Tom, Meg (bucks). Keep Smiling! C-Ya. BR!

Leah Marie Santoro
29 Eleanor Rd. (R)
Tennis 1 ... Drama 2 3 ... Ski Club 1 2 ... SADD 3
SB SD — Cruisin Feet ... N.K. Vid ... Hot Lips ... Texans — on film w/PM SB AD ... Sn. to Ne ... Limo — Piano Man ... Thx Susi ... Block Is ... Peg n Broom Friends at C.C ... GTWGF ... Thanx MOM, DAD, TARA, NATE ... I LOVE YOU ALL!! ... TA TA FOR NOW!!

Jill Rosenfield
371 Hayward St. (B)
Weekend in N.H ... we thing UMASS ... watch the sign ... New Years Eve 90 ... Jays house ... be home by 3:00. G/T/W Justline and Mary-Anne ... Joe 40/91 ... "Free Bird" 5/31/90
\(A/I\) M/H. Thanks, Mom, Dad, Lori, Brad.

Brian Rousseau
16 SUNSET DRIVE (R)
HOCKEY 1, 2, 3, 4 CAPT 4
GTW CT, RM, CH, JS, JB, BL, MC, NM, JS, LS, PJ, BG, TE, JO, KR, "G", KL ... HOM-BRES #1 ... INIA. LINE-MATE "G" ... ALL NIGHTER AT SMITTY'S ... FRIEND-LYS W/ KR ... HARDPACK ... 3/22/89. INDIAN PUDDING ... ILY SANDY — TOS ... CAPE W/CT ... TD FT HWH ... CHOCOLATES ... IM PW MM ... SHED THANKS MOM AND DAD, GOOD LUCK SKINFULLS, KR, BG, BL, MC, AND B

64
Shawn Sheehan
Shanimal
139 Atkinson Dr. (B)

Patricia Shinkus
Patty, Cuz
106 Prospect St. (B)
Ski Club 1, 2, 3 . .
Boat Sank "89" . . c/o gnr . .
SoCo . . J+S Prom . . FFF . . H.O.W . . to all my friends - have fun but don't get caught!!
CUZ, SAR, SW, EL, MP, RD, MN, JM, FK, VR, KR, Aerosmith To My Family, thans, luv ya!
I MADE IT!!

Angela M. Shirosky
50 Austin St. (B)
G.T.W.G.F. . . U/K/W/U/R!!
H.N. '91 . . Peg's sweater . .
Bahamas '91 . . NYE me + B.S
. . dancing w/ Madonna . . cool kid, bb fids . . M.A. . . McD's painting, lot per. 1 girls . . Trucchic's . . wrkng Sat. nights w/J.O . .
. . . Tom Cruise Myrtle Beach . .
. . . P.M. . . Crabber . . Fave brother Ernie. Thx Ma + Dad . . I LOVE YOU!
Good Luck Eric

Ernest Shirosky
50 Austin St. (B)

Danielle Showstead
Dani, Red
72 Atkinson Dr. (B)
. . 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . World Affairs 2, 3, 4, Ski 1, 2, 3, Key Club 4, 4th w/TK, Pez . . 6th/ L and friends . . Jr, Prom! . .
. . . Monty!! . . mornings . .
. . . I can drive! . . 3rd lunch w/TK, a, JB, JL, SM, MB, the gang . . Python, yuck! . . 6 yrs w/MSI .
. . . thks for the ride TK . . SM Mr. Smiles! Remember, I'll ways be here for all of ya . .
. . . thanks everyone! Love ya!!

Jeffrey Simon
374 Hall St. (R)

Jonathan C. Smith
Smitty
25 Holly Lane (B)
Math Team 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . . . Ready for Love . . Bohemian Rhapsody . .
. . . Freddie & Eric 11/24/91 . .
. . . Halifax horse girl . . Silver City Woman . .
. . . Thanx SW, SP, JB, TK . . . Don't Look Back.

Justin Smith
68 Spring St. (B)
Sandra J. Southworth
Sandy
20 Dundee Drive (B)
FH — OCL Champs! W & S Track, Ski Club, GTWGF — KO, SF, KL, DJ, MP, BH, MN & AT.
Bench Buddies — SF, KO & JC, Junior Prom, Free Gocart Ride, SF — How's the floor? GI, Camp, DW — w/KO, New Years — 91!
Sneakers on fire, Cruisin' w/the girls, Where's the Party? — AD, JC, DJ & SF YESI. Fla. w/KO — Material Girls, EAREL, Thieves, HRC — SF & KL, GL — KL, ILY Mom & Dad. Good Luck Amanda!

Miguel Souza
343 Cherry St. (B)
Ski Club 2, 3, 4 ... Reg. Sound 3, 4 ... Falmouth ... Horseneck ... Summers at the Y ... Wicked Ways ... "You'll see!" ... Cannon's Titticat, Blues (etc) ... GTWGF JR, RE, DB, SH, JG, RR, TB, PV, KG ... "The Guy" ... Taylor's Bashes ... Mat 'em Down! ... Mel, think positive ... BSC, "Can't Touch This" ... Bumpus ... Thansk Mom + Dad, Good luck Jacinta

Bonnie K. Spacco
Bon
550 Plymouth St. (B)
9/27/91 — PM's SB ... B-P Posse ... Sroobs ... Singin' in C/P w/Peg Dancin' w/Madonna NYE '91 w/ Annie ... Who am I? ... Hween '91 B.B & the 8th grader ... "Ex. single class" ... BF & GB ... 6/8/90 WOODY! ... OPP + HJQ = PM ... 6th p. lounge ... To all my friends you know who you are — ILYGA!!! Thanks Mom, Dad & Joe — ILY!!! ... Thanks Mom, Dad & Joe — ILY!!!
LONG BEACH HERE I COME!!

Joe Squizzero
Squiz, Skitzo, Squid
380 King Street (R)
Wrestling: 1, 2 ... World Affairs 3, 4 ...
If you see Kay Mr. Reilly! thanks for nothing!! Chappy, Rose Dog, Jim, Scratch ... Keeping the dream alive! Party at Brands' CAP, ROTC, CIA ... You don't know me! Crystal Bagels ... I'm just a Minor Threat ... Thanks Mom and Dad.

Kelly Stanton
20 Laurie Circle (B)
Softball 1, 2, 3, 4 ... B-Ball 1, 2, 3, 4 ... Ski Club 2 ... S-Ball Frank's Inn ... Lap this — MM ... Bobo ... "Your mother" — Dani L ... Flippa — "Shrub" ... Beth C. too much coffee ... Bobs ... KP ... AL ... ST ... KM ... JO ... LD ... DA ... BR ... Thanks, Mom, Dad ... Good luck next year PJ.
Love
Kelly

Christina Staples
Chrisy
265 S. Main St. (R)
Chorus 1, 2, 3, 4 ... Night Crazes w/K.H.S.S, C.L, and the rest ... Scott don't "loose your truck" ... Rob "Hopes for the future" ... Nights with T.W. ... P.B always like a sis ... K.A, T.H, J.S, N.P, and R.D good luck ... K.B have a blast ... Thanks everyone ... Lya Ma ... TIFY Grandpa

John Sprague
SPEAKE
1615 HIGH ST. (B)
SKI CLUB 1-4 ... WOR STUDY. AFTER JUNIOR PROM ... SLEEP OUT FR G'N'R CONCERT ... CHE- ETTE + CAMARO ... GO FRIENDS JL, FH, JS, PC, JIMS ESTABROOKS GIRL TANGLED BLUES ACRO FROM THE GREEN ELM ROPE SWING ... MANOM BEACH ... FIRST ... NIGH IN BOSTON ... GOOD LUCK TO MY SISTER NICOLE
Jonathan Stone
ski club 1-4 good luck J.S. E.H.
L. F.K. tiyicut blues across
ots in the green elm mallard cab-
1-31/2 chevy 4x4 1.6 L. J.L.
ook my silver medal it was just
little puddle the ditch in ply-
outh what a walk 1st per. dont.
un to all the good times with j.s.
L. E.H.S.N. M.O... wareham
hanks mom and dad... ye B.R.

Kristina Marie Struzik
245 hayward st. (b)
world affairs: 1-4... drama 2-
4... peer's leadership 2-4... nhs
3, 4... cc-nk w/g (no)!
hippy chic, chicken what?... jbl
— pen power & sr. boys
srl... jw — land ho! beach,
kermit & sexy b... jm — dh
& so... ah — locker rooms
CMM — bootiegwins... BAD
— big talks, D & S at hones
c (how now?)... dp — relax!
done... s GW — 9/27, WBP
— "lga"... mel — 11 yrs & on,
Fla... moe — clp — ylTLF,
new yrs eve — no camera!...
ap... K + A = M2 — shut
up!... SFPM... mom & Dad
— thank you so much I love you.

Todd Tatro
Tates
359 east st. (b)
occer 1, 2, 3, 4... Band 1... ki
club 1, 2, 3, 4... england &
reland... trips to vermont... Swi
— "schisters — ule"! g.l., c.g., j.h., d.b.,
last vs hombres... goodluck
obby... thanx mom, dad, rob,
hrs... good luck Michelle I
will always love you — 6/22/7,
U.T.

Angela Tavares
Ange, what's her face
84 Village Gate Drive (B)
Reg SnD 3, 4... Zhry!... oh
My gd Dan!... Vicki 3rd row
Lp... do u havoc a cat?... u
Down W/SBB... I big
Thanx 2 all who've been there,
esp. peterson, foster, close,
Scorrse, kayla... thank u
dhm (we Fail?) I couldn't have
done it w/o u... ILY M, D, S + L.

John R. Susi
Seuss
353 elm st. (r)
Football 1... soccer 2-4, w.
Track 1-4... Ski Club 2 & 4... can-
ada 1 & 2... GTWGF... ls,
Bl, ct, nm, kl, jB, ch, bg,
Ac, br, jP, Wr, jH, ls, sd,
Jo, bb, jH... apt. 750... hall's
house... the shed days inn
IGTB... garelick oj... camping
— Jr. prom... ntotl... SMB
concert... Wendy 11/9/91... thanx
Mom & Dad.

Dianne Sutherland
Di
124 phyllis rd. (r)
Foreign language club 3... sadd
4... proms w/tr, md,
Th, db & dw... new year's
ev '90... lounge w/rb, jd &
bd... ski trip... boston at the
Pru & Anthony's... the limo...
6th lounge w/the guys... us
history — bushes & shower... 
gym w/jen... "I'm not really a
blonde"... "Buck Up"... 
thanks scott, mom, dad & rick.
Good luck kim & John.

Trisha L. Thomas
Tee
109 westorrcer st. (b)
Skit, 1, 2... gl 2, jS, JD, KC,
CF, CC, DW, TW, Th, jk, CM,
EG... reddy switch, glW/
Gl, brockton W/tea gun
W/VV, El, jF, HM GT WGF
AB, EG, LS, JS... vin W/HL,
Te, CO, CD, promstunk...
New years 90 w/Rw, OM, 
MT, HF, CP, CL... jk's party
... New years 91 @ Js... 
To my love hasim "for-
ever my lady" thank
you br it was fun... thank
you mom, dad, jerry, barb & family I
made it... jules — give
me a little credit.

Michael Tierney
"Tannie"
327 temi rd. (r) football 1, 4
Hockey 1, 4 L.F. "plum is-
land" "help me" "who
thatd" c.p. — "wuv me"
"squiggy" "kuke" "boo
HOB, what a mistake!! great
times with great friends "L.F.C.P.
K.M.CC. B.C.J. B.T.B. B.K.L.P.
J.C.H.J.R. "thanks to all my
friends that stuck with me when
times were rough!! Good luck
Michelle you'll make it someday!!
Good luck Kerrin! love ya mom
& dad!!
Till"

77 Pleasant Drive (B)
Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . Tennis 1-4,
Clarke's house . . . GT w/River and
the guys . . . 3 ft under w/CO, ME, &
BC . . . Tommy's house . . .
New Year's Eve, SS — OC . . .
Jon Prom Nantucket RT, AC, &
go Dancin' RP w/JC . . . Thanks
Mom, Dad, RET, Amy, and Jack-
ye ILYG.

601 King Phillip St. (R)
Softball 1-4, Soccer 1-4
B Ball 1 + 2 . . . WK, MP YES!
. . . CJ . . . 530/90 . . . WHAT
PROM? . . . THANKS A LOT
BH! . . . 1/30/81/L/Y/J . . . Y/
M/B/F DUMMY! TG/WGF . . .
JD — Pull up a seat! . . . Semi
Formal '91 . . . W/A/B/F . . . LS
— Break! No Gas! . . . JB — U
R A Beach, Real! MP — Beatin'
Dogs! Jr. Prom w/BU Raffle Win-
er . . . Mark, You're Alright . . .
Good Luck Amy . . . Miss You
Dad . . .Thanks Mom U R the
best ILY!

Alicia L. Tilley
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Christopher M. Tracy

Traco

69 Hickory Drive (R)
Ski Club 1-4 Football 1 GTV
Hard Pack — BL, BR, JS, C
JB, BG, NM . . . RM, G, JP, G
KL, CUIZ, WR, AC, KD, AL
Shed . . . APT #50 . . . Pociele
. . . J + J Kgs . . . BKTHPS . . . Ca
nda . . . Camping . . . Traco a
the Man . . . A-O . . . Scapa
pa . . . Shrite . . . Extreme Tet
. . . Hombres #1 . . . Blasta??
. . . Cape W/BR . . . Good Luck Je
Louie, Ben . . . Thanks Mom, Dr
Jess, Jon.

33 Harvard Street (B)
Golf 2 . . . Camping 3, 4 . . . G/
T/W/G/FRR, JM, JM, MW,
MM, E, EG, SS, KN, CP, CL,
HB, KL, JG, JK, SA, SM, PN
My house . . . Nelly's . . . I'm ne-
er wrong!! . . . Maca's . . . Waaahh
. . . MW burned M/D . . . Thanks
Mom & Dad . . . Good Luck
Shawn.

Mike Twohey

Tomwstone

Jonna Blynn Tufts

J.B.T., Tuffy

1175 Summer St. (B)
W, S Trk, 1-4 Cpt/Brn 1-4 DM/
WAC/News/MT/Ski/PL/NHS/
/Mm, G & D . . . Dance . . . camp-
ing; Paul concerts; M Bay — Run
those red lights, W! YES! Barb!
. . . full moons; ditz T; D & S; Is
it like a bucket?; New Yrs M; Burn
Zippy, Burn! Let's stick 2gether
2nite — NOT! Thanks for the
beautiful friendships — ILY all!
ILY M & D, Jen, Chris, Gram,
Nana — Thank you! . . . "Here's
wishing you the bluest sky . . ."

Katherine M. Torrey

Kathy

72 Roberts Rd. (B)
Blind Vision — M.R. — I/W/N/
F/Y Goose Hunting W/G.C. —
Scat’ . . . A peach w/a zit!
M.O. . . H.F.M. . . New York,
Patie' . . . Hey Jen! . . . Watch out
for the K-9 truck, H.O., M.O. .
Jeff, The never ending night at
Dunkin Donuts . . . P.W.
Lambchop — S.H.! . . . 10 oClock,
now it is 3:00 Thank you mom and
Eddie for everything. see ya BR

Maura Vogel

MOE

191 Main St. (B)
F.H. 123 . . . T-D w/R + M .
WYA AG? . . . JBT — UR SACI
. . . J + G W/B . . . primed!! P +
. . . HR w/S . . . Mobile . . .
camp . . . cee . . . EMP . . . FOOL
IN THE RAIN . . . ccc . . .
plagnd NE-1? . . . EGG . . SHA
. . . LALALA . . boom w/Bx 2
. . . THE R! we're Is . . . WHAT?
Is it my hair? T + V PACT HA
. . . ! Portugal NOT! . . NI0K!!
"This is Bab Smith
signing off . . . "

Christopher M. Tracy

Traco

69 Hickory Drive (R)
Ski Club 1-4 Football 1 GTV
Hard Pack — BL, BR, JS, C
JB, BG, NM . . . RM, G, JP, G
KL, CUIZ, WR, AC, KD, AL
Shed . . . APT #50 . . . Pociele
. . . J + J Kgs . . . BKTHPS . . . Ca
nda . . . Camping . . . Traco a
the Man . . . A-O . . . Scapa
pa . . . Shrite . . . Extreme Tet
. . . Hombres #1 . . . Blasta??
. . . Cape W/BR . . . Good Luck Je
Louie, Ben . . . Thanks Mom, Dr
Jess, Jon.

Joanna Lynn Wasti

76 Temsi Rd. (R)
FH 1-4, W/STR 1-2, Drama 2
Sk1-4, JA 1-4 (R, R?), PL 2
Mm, OUAM (Q), HBG! SFP
. . . K (D & S) at HRK w/J.
K — Kermie & Sexy B & D
w/Amy (Prom LP), Twin JB
Labs, “Land Hot!” — 2 C
WSSI, B-M, ARGH! RADS — (C
Pk, S & L Again?? IGLFY
May, 96? R&C! Re D’s Pic? (A
Man — Gadow — SUM — uhh
Morgan, FLASH, Papas, glnt
YSTM, K-D, M-RD **!1 LN
OK? UMTW TM! Love U
Mum, Dad, Jen — Thanks! /w
we really have is today . . .
Enid Weinheimer
73 Cottage St. (B)
rt 2, 3, 4 ... raisins n' Tweeties
walkin' to Shan's ... "We went to Paris" ... I smell Smurfs ...
I owe my life to Mr. Morgan, Ir. Phaneuf, n' Ed." ... like I promised ... Thanks to my family - good luck, Ethan, it gets better.

Robert Wells
537 Hall St. (R)

Kimberly Werner
P.O. Box 617 (B)

Chad Whiting
72 Pond St. (B)

Jennifer N. Wightman
80 Elizabeth Dr. (R)

Matthew Williams
Matty, Willy
525 Main St. (B)

Pattie Wilson
156 Stonybrook Rd. (R)

David Wirzburger
Dave, Wirzy
59 Michael Rd. (R)

Ski Club: 2-4 ... N.H.S.: 3, 4 ...
4th per. food runs ... the B's at the Centrum ... good times w/ the Pondo crew ... NM: "Bang, bang, bang - CRASH!!" ... Bad Co. ... "the battle wagon" ... "Mug Man" ... the rope swing ...
... ice hockey, fishing & JC's fires ...
... Horseneck Beach ... school ski trips ... BU w/ JS ... JO: "motorcycles don't go in reverse" ... "Oh well!!" ... Thanks Mom & Dad.

rash Reliant!, Sum 91 ... Op-
...ation Clean Sweep! GTWGF D, BH, HW, CC, A.A ... guys HMS D.B. IWALY 44 w/ annelle ... Ms & Dad - I made ...
... Good Luck Mike/Lisa & my tle buddies Kyle & Coty, I Love ou ... Peace.
Steven G. Withrow
35 Holly Lane (B)
Tennis 1, 2... WAC 1, 2, 3...
HMUN '88-90... Mike Lights... Musicals... WBRU... Python... "Take Off, Eh."... One Flew Over... Smitty's '91/'92...
Poetry and Prose... Thanks for the insanity, Jon, SP, TK, JB, KS, AT, AP, AG, EW, GZ, BB, and my family. Roll the Bones.

George M. Zanellato
Snorge
65 Laurel St. (B)
Football 1, 2... OUCH!!! Baseball... Foul Ball!!! Alley, Cat, Peters, Pat, G.L., B.J. B-Jumping... F-Train... Seals... Toga (Pat)... Shotgun, R.S., & C.L.
HARSH!! NO BIG... Shaw's Hill. NOT! SCHWING.
CHICKS WHO NEEDS 'EM... Mcee's Crew... Ya Flippin' Niice Thunder Jet (C.G)... THANX MOM & DAD
"TAKE IT SLOW."

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
FRESHMEN CLASS OFFICERS

SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS

JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS
Laura Samuels  Rebecca Sanford  Leah Santoro  Tracey Santos

Shawn Sheehan  Ernest Shirosky  Justin Smith  Jessica Stewart

Sandy Southworth  Miguel Souza  Bonnie Spacco  Joe Squizzer

Dianne Sutherland  Todd Tatro  Angela Tavares  Michael Tierney
Junior Prom

On Friday, May 17, 1991, we, the class of 1992, had our Junior Prom at Lombardo's in Randolph. We chose “Faithfully” by Journey as our prom song. Kelly LePue was crowned Prom Queen. Jen Crowley, Sandy Southworth, Toni Bonanno and Cathy Campbell were members of the court.

Our Junior Prom was a very special evening, and we will always have fond memories of this night as one of the many times we proved to be a tough act to follow.
PEP RALLY

Since this year's Thanksgiving Day football game would prove crucial to the team's success in winning of the Old Colony League title, the rally had to be better than ever. And that it was.

After heartbreaking losses as the sophomores and the juniors, the seniors were more than ready to win the decoration and spirit contest. Great effort was also shown by the underclassmen.

The cheerleaders put on another great show along with the pom and flag squads. The dedication and the pep talks from students and coaches inspired not only the team but the fans. And of course the band got everyone in the spirit of things. The rally concluded with the traditional football player and cheerleader dance routine. Coach Almedia's speech proved that B-R was #1, not only in spirit but in ability. B-R's spirit, pride and unity helped them overcome the tough rivalry and come out with a victory — 49-7 win!
Jr. Miss

The 35th annual Greater Bridgewater Young Woman of the Year pageant took place on November 24, 1991. The Greater Bridgewater contestants were Astrid Domenico, Kristina Struzik, Amy Cyr, Marianne Toohey, Amy Harman, Cara Colozzi, Jennifer Botelho, Michelle Proulx, Joanna Wasti, Robin Ripley, Julie Chiljean and Jennifer Bessette. Their talents included singing, dancing, acting, gymnastics and a poetry reading.

The winners were 3rd runner-up Astrid Domenico, 2nd runner-up Amy Harman, 1st runner-up Cara Colozzi, and the new 1992 Young Woman of the Year, Miss Amy Cyr. All the girls should be commended and congratulated for their great efforts and performances. Good luck in states Amy!
This year's Miss Regional Dance crowned its annual Miss and Mr. Regional along with their court. While having one of the largest attendances in B-R history, this fun-filled night provided laughs and excitement for many future memories. Crowned were Miss and Mr. Regional, Astrid Domenico and Lenny Ferrara, first runners-up Keri Laro and Matt Williams, second runners-up Heather Bowdridge and Pat Pauline, third runners-up Stacey Alley and Carl Gardener, and fourth runners-up Kristen Holmes and Justin Moscardelli. We hope to pass down this tradition to next year's Senior Class: Have fun.
CHRISTMAS PARTY
The untimely death of Mr. John J. Reilly was a shock to Bridgewater Raynham High School. The loss of this wonderful man, who had made his life revolve around helping others, emotionally crushed his friends and family. Luckily, his memory will be kept alive by the things he bequeathed to his students, co-workers, tennis players, and everyone else he came in contact with. "Riles" wanted to change the world, and he has left us his legacy. The World Affairs Club and course will hardly be recognizable without Mr. Reilly's May movies, projects, speakers, and stories. He was astonished to know how little students knew about what was going on in the world, outside Bridgewater. He opened the door to the real world and said, "Look at this. Look at all the horrible things going on and you're all worried about getting $450 Nike sneakers." Mr. Reilly would have wanted to give the money to Oxfam, but that was Mr. Reilly. He has challenged us to make a difference, one person can, and this is a lesson he taught by example. He gave his heart and soul to his numerous causes, social issues, students, tennis, friends and family. He inspired young children to play tennis, a sport he loved, and vowed to make the tennis program thrive for the school. This year there will be no "Riles" on the tennis court to make sure his team is using the correct serving grips, but as he has given a bit of himself to everyone he has nominated; his presence will still be felt. We will never forget this great man who touched so many lives in his brief stay. His clownish grin forever will be engraved in the hearts of those who loved him.

Mr. John Reilly
The class of 1992 is proud to dedicate the 1992 B-R yearbook to Angelo Mattie who has devoted 15 years of his life to the faculty, students, and especially the athletes. Angelo, as he is known by all, is not only a hard worker but a great friend to many.

As the groundskeeper of our High School, Angelo has done an outstanding job of beautifying the school and making various times more enjoyable to attend on litter-free fields and neatly trimmed grass. No, thanks to Angelo, B-R pride can not only be seen on the inside, but the outside as well.

As a friend to many students, Angelo can be seen along sidelines of football, field hockey, baseball/softball, and soccer games cheering on the kids — usually with a smile on his face.

Because of economics conditions, B-R lost a very talented and dedicated art teacher. Mr. Morgan taught at B-R for ten years, during that time he inspired and nurtured many B-R art students. He will be remembered by students and staff.

Mr. Williams is retiring after twenty-one years of service to the regional. During that time, Mr. Williams taught Social Studies, English, Reading, and Math.

Mr. Williams will be remembered for his wit and patience by many B-R graduates and the staff members. We will all miss him and wish him luck.

This year Bridgewater-Raynham Regional High School was deeply saddened by the loss of Mr. Chester Heckman. Chet was a member of the Special Education Staff and the Learning Disabilities Program for over twenty-five years. Chet was a conscientious, dedicated and gentle person. He had an abiding interest in United States History. Throughout his tenure at B-R, Chet exhibited a keen interest in his students and endeavored to assist them in their educational development. Chet will be fondly remembered by his friends at Bridgewater-Raynham.
Michael O'Brien
Erin O'Connor
Alyssa Pacy
Jamie O'Neill
Bruce Palombo
Jennifer Pauli
Matt Pauline

Becky Perez
Allyson Perron
Arienne Peruzzi
Chris Perry

Brian Peters
Katelyn Petiti
Jamie Petkunas
William Philhower

Kristen Pickett
Amy Pierson
Tony Piers
Stacy Pillsbury

Matt Pimental
Shannon Pineo
Mark Podzon
Matthew Poisson
Ryan Prophett
Joe Putignano
Jennifer Pyne

Dwayne Quimby
Courtney Rego
Lucy Resendes
Sende Resendes
Kerri Resmini
Heather Rezendes
Joe Rich

Janet Richard
Peter Riordan
Gordon Riordan
Kimberly Roberts
Nicole Robichaud
Eric Rogers
Tim Riley

Mike Rotondo
Pia Roy
Adam Rucker
Katie Sanderson

Stephen Suto
Gretchen Schwenzfeir
Rachel Sforza
Aaron Silva
AUTOGRAPHS
Most Athletic
Timothy Nixon and Kristen Holmes

Best Looking
Lenny Ferrera and Astrid Domenico

Class Flirt
Garrett Lappin and Leslie Cucinatto

Best Personality
Carl Gardiner and Jessica Stewart

Class Artist
Jennifer Bean and Zachary Gasse

Most Popular
Matthew Williams and Heather Bowdrige
Loudest
Bill Brown and Danielle Lind

Most Talkative
Michelle Proulx and Justin Moscardelli

Most Spirited
Jennifer Bessette and Keith Nelson

Class Musician
Bradley Rees and Jonna Tufts

Most Intellectual
Chelsea Mache and Matthew Brennan

Class Couple
Norman Pellitier and Sue Persson
Rowdiest
Justin Smith and Bonnie Spacco

Most Fun to be With
Jennifer Botelho and Jason Coles

Most Likely to succeed
Jonathon O’Connell and Beth Doherty

Best Dressed
Amy Ferrari and Pasqual DeMauyo

Quietest
Thad Krikorian and Aimee Gray

Class Clown
Maura Vogel and Brian Rousseau
CHEERLEADING

This year’s cheerleading squad, led by captain Janet Dyer and seniors Michelle Proulx, Keri Laro, P.J. Napolitano, Cherie LaForest and Tina Bonanno, was one of the best ever. Placing fourth out of twelve squads in a state competition, the squad, under the direction of Stephanie Zonfrelli, qualified to compete in Myrtle Beach. Other members of the team were; Kristen Lane, Beth Ferrari, Kim Nelson, Jessica Maree, Katie McMullen, Vickie Hastings, Kerry O’Day, Janell Holmes and Dawna Napolitano. In years to come there will always be new cheerleading squads, but this squad will definitely be a tough act to follow.
Football

The 1991 Trojan football team was one of the best in recent years. Many people doubted how good the team would be, but a fine coaching job by Head coach Frank Almeida and assistant coaches Miller, Peabody and Goslin captured an OCL crown.

Led by Senior co-captains Tim Nixon and Pat Pauline, and senior members Todd Feeney, John Morrisey, Mark Rowayne, Paul Baldi, Matt Williams, Chris Paolini, Jason Mitsuchele, Dan Cox, Justin Moscardelli and Mike Donovan, the Trojans marched to a 9-0-2 regular season record. Opponents found it hard to score on BR's tough defense, engineered by Coach Miller. The team's stingy defense let the Wishbone Offense do its job, running over opponents with an awesome ground attack.

By winning the OCL, the Trojans earned a division 1-B playoff berth. On a cold December morning, B-R faced #2 ranked Waltham. A few first quarter miscues put the Trojans in a hole, but the Trojans came back in the second half to send the game into overtime. The Trojans came up short losing 21-20, but the played hard and showed a lot of pride.
Boys’ Soccer

This year, the Boys’ Soccer team had an excellent season. Even though they had a rough start, they entered a fourteen-game winning streak only to be stopped in state tournament quarterfinals to rival Weymouth, the tournament winner.

With the aid of Matty Hammond (17 goals, 20 assists), Geof Dolan (19 goals, 8 assists), Michael Ford (12 goals, 7 assists), Goalie Mark Fisher, Michael Cruz, and captains Garret Lappin, Chris Jensen, and Brian Joyce, the soccer team ended with a final record of (18, 4).

Coach George Pacheco expected a great season and although they placed third in Old Colony, they ranked tenth in the state at the end of the season.
Girls’ Soccer

The girls varsity soccer team ended this season with a bitter taste in their mouths after losing to nemesis Silver Lake in the preliminary round of the State Tournament. Their season record compiled to 10-5-3 overall after a slow start. Starting Seniors were Jennifer Bessette, Micah Edelstein, Amy Griffen, Katie Harty, and Alicia Tillery, all veterans to the sport. Also turning in their last season for the team were Brenda Hartley and Marianne Toohey. Strong defensive play was turned in by Juniors Amy Clarke, Michelle Courcy, and newcomer Katie Burke. Juniors Tracey Ryan, Mary Maloney and underclassmen Kerry Hutchinson and Kristi Silvera provided needed offensive play. As always, Coach Heslin returned for another season.
FIELD HOCKEY

This year’s field hockey team had its most successful season in school history. By hard work and dedication, the team finished the Old Colony League in first place, never encountering a loss. The field hockey team also advanced to the South Sectional MIAA tournament semifinals, just one of the new records set by this year’s girls.

Since the start of this field hockey program, no other team has had more wins or more goals scored in one season. Kristen Holmes also set a new school record for scoring the most goals in two years (37).

Not only did Kristen lead the team on the field but off the field, she, Michele Pacheco, and Leslie Cucinatto collaborated to direct the team as their captains. Also showing strong signs of leadership were this year’s seniors; Shanna Buckley, Jennifer Crowley, Beth Doherty, Sarah Furtado, Darcy Jones, Katie O’Day, Aimee Perron, and Sandy Southworth.

Also supplying many goals and strong defense were next year’s captains: Mary Casabian, Linda Halgunseth, and Jen Kelley. Both the seniors and the underclassmen contributed their talents to the final record of 18-2-1. Everyone played their best and three members were recognized for their individual efforts. Receiving OCL All-Star awards were: Kristen Holmes, Michele Pacheco, and Mary Casabian. All in all, B-R’s field hockey team has a lot to be proud of and will remember this season with fond memories forever.
Cross Country

The boys and girls cross country teams, under the coaching of Mr. Jennings, had another successful fall. Although the girls team had many injured runners, including captains Beth Phanuef and Christine Gettman, Senior Captain Amy Hartman and sophomore Michelle Macolino brought the team many points. Both Amy and Michelle went on to run at the state meet. Kerin Mayher, Cheryl Carroll, Kaitlyn Kerrigan, Ann Cabaneros, and Cheri McGowen also contributed to the team.

The boys team was led by Senior Captains Paul Randelli and Ralph Eddy. Paul and junior Steve Hughes, as well as Bret Roy, Mike Murphy, Chris Ruhwein, Sean Jennings, Senior John O'Connell and many freshman helped make the boys season their most successful ever.
Girls' Team
Golf Team

This year the golf team had a good season. The team managed to compile five wins, while suffering only three defeats.

This year's team was lead by OCL All-Star and team captain Warren Kelso. Warren was also recommended for The Hall of Fame.

The team is still very young, with eleven returning starters. The returning starters are: Jeff Palopoli, BJ Tveszkiewicz, Mark Ferris, Peter Duffy, Jim Giovannini, Scott McDonald, Chris O'Brien, Peter Darns, Mark Haskell, Ryan Cobb, and Darin Souza.

This year's team qualified for the state tournament, missed going to the finals in the Spring by only one stroke.

With a lot of young talent, the team hopes to have another successful season next year.
Gymnastics

The Gymnastics Team, led by captains Amy Reardon, Jessica Ciprianni, Jen Kelly, and Beth Litson, had a good year.

Jen Kelly had a great year and was well appreciated for her effort. Jessica Ciprianni was off to a good start until side-lined by an injury. Beth Litson showed a unique style on floor exercise and great skill on beam. Amy Reardon also had a great year and should have another fine year next year. With several talented freshmen, including Joe Putignano, Kelly Angela, and Nicole Rabishaw, the team should have another good year.
Wrestling

The Wrestling Team this year fought off adversity and the fact that they had a very inexperienced team. After coming off a 0-5 start, the grapplers managed to finish just under .500 and third in the always tough O.C.L.

Many times the Trojans looked to their senior captains, Carl Gardner and Tim Nixon, for experience in the line-up. The team got much needed help from senior Matt Brennan, juniors Ian McKinnon, Dave Coles, Shawn Dyer, and David Maw. The most positive thing that occurred this season was the experience the younger wrestlers received which will help them in years to come.
Boys’ Basketball

The 1992 B-R Trojans Boys’ Varsity Basketball Team finished in a tie for the Old Colony League Championship with Silver Lake. Head Coach Larry Fisher led the boys to a 16-4 record. Team captains Rich Rumrill, Justin Moscardelli, and John O’Connell enjoyed great senior seasons. Other key contributors were Matt Hammond, Tim Bollin, Warren Kelson, Matt Benegni, Paul Rondelli, and Mitch Zides. Named to the O.C.L. All-Star team were Rich Rumrill, Justin Moscardelli, and Tim Bollin.
Girls' Basketball

The B-R Girls' Varsity Basketball Team had an extremely good year. Their record was 19-1. The captains were Jessie Stewart and Kristen Holmes. Besides Jessie and Kristen, the other seniors were Jen Botelho and Kelly Stanton who was out due to sickness. Other contributors to the girls' varsity were Kerri Lynch, Amy Clark, Mary Casabian, Tracey Ryan, Jamie Reardon, Danielle Sheviliar, and freshman Liz Martin. The coaching was done by Gerry Cuniff, and George Pimental assisted.
Hockey

The 1991-1992 B-R Trojans Hockey Team had a disappointing year.
The Trojans chartered a powerful offense with seniors Brian Rousseau, Everett Gouveia, and Jim Gleason. Junior Joe Garafolo had a good year as well as Tom Halpin.
The defense was young and inexperienced but played to O.C.I. level hockey.
The captains were Brian Rousseau, Jim Gleason, Everett Gouveia, and goaltender Gerard Meyers.
The Trojans skated to a 8-9-2 record and finished fourth in the league. Good luck next year!
Boys’ Track

Although the Boy’s Track Team had a difficult season in a tough league, there were many good individual performances. Both Senior Captain John Susi and Junior Brian Hermes placed in every race they ran. Junior Captains Mike Murphy and Brian Davey also scored consistently for the Trojans. Joshua Freeman, Aaron Pereigis, Chris Leahy, and other strong talent will be back next year. According to Coach Manning, these veterans, together with promising freshman such as Scott Jakubec and Kevin Bowdridge, will create a strong Trojan team.
The Girl's Track Team, coached by Wendy Wheaton, celebrated another exciting season this year. Senior Co-Captain Amy Harman; Sophomores Erin Powers, Shannon Young, Wendy Estes, and Susan Kimball; and Freshman Sarah Gillis and Kara Krikorian, as well as the Mile Relay team (run by Gillis, Beth Phanael, Senior Beth Doherety, and Senior Co-Captain Jonna Tufts) qualified for the Class A State Meet. From there, Amy Harman and Erin Powers went on to the All State Meet. The Girls also had two teams which placed in the Class A State Relays.

In addition to their state meet success, the girls rewrote the record book. Amy Harman broke the 1,000 yd. record, Kristen Barry tied the hurdle record, and the Sprint Relay team broke their own record several times. Both the Mile Relay team and Erin Powers (600 yd.) missed records by a tenth of a second. The Girls were commended by all for their sportsmanship and camaraderie. Congratulations to all for another successful season!
SOFTBALL

After finishing the 1991 season 12-8, Mr. Dillon's girls' softball team had one of their most successful seasons in the past five years. The girls qualified for the MIAA Massachusetts State Tournament, losing a 4-3 heartbreaker to Stoughton. Contributions by returning seniors and tricaptains, Jen Botelho, Kelly Stanton, and Jeni Dwyer, along with seniors Danielle Lind and Marianne Toohey helped the team go far last year. The girls hope to better their record this year by fielding their returning veteran seniors along with the returning juniors Mary Casabian, Mary Maloney, and Amy Nickerson, and sophomore Paula Lennon.

VARSITY TEAM

J.V. VARSITY TEAM

The Trojans once again qualified for the state tournament. The team was eliminated in the first round by Needham, 5-4.

The '92 team has to fill some big holes with graduation of McGuire, Riley, McLaughlin, and Hilchey; but the '92 team has some great expectations with the addition of P. Pauline, M. Ronayne, M. Williams, C. Leahy, and D. Zukoski.
Boys' Spring Track

The 1991 Spring Track was captained by Mike Donovan. The team was coached by Mr. Kearney and Mr. Pacheco.

The '92 team is looking to continue their success in the tough OCL. Some of the keys to the success of the team should be T. Nixon, J. Moscardelli, and M. Benigne. The underclassmen should also contribute to the '92 team.

Boys' Spring Track
If last year's team is any indication, the 1992 Spring Track team will be the best ever. A record breaking 80 girls joined last year's team. Coach Wendy Wheaton as well as senior tri-captains Jonna Tufts, Amy Harman, and Jessie Stewart will be back to lead the team. Amy Harman, Katie O'Day, Jen Rich, and Christie Silvera will bring the team success in the long distances while Beth Doherty, Jonna Tufts, Erin Powers and Jen Kelley gained points in the middle distances. Michelle Courcy and Aimee Perron are expected to lead the sprinters. The team will gain points in the field events with the help of seniors Jessie Stewart, Michelle Pacheco, Aimee Oray and Suzanne Persson. With these talented athletes on our side, Bridgewater — Raynham is sure to have a winning season.
Girls’ Tennis

Backed by a surprisingly young team and a new coach, John J. Reilly (Riles), the girls’ tennis team put in a strong effort this season. The four starting upperclassmen were Micah Edelstein, Kristen Holmes, Alicia Tilley, and Melissa Nawrocki. They were joined by Elise Andriuchi, Kerry Hutchinson, and Danielle Shevalier. This team had a broad base of young talent to call on to fill in the holes. They finished the season of 1991 with an overall record of 10 wins and 9 losses.

Girls’ Tennis Team
Boys' Tennis

The Boys' Tennis team of 1991 finished the season 12-4 with Silver Lake in first and Falmouth in second place. The first singles player through the third featured Joshua Freeman and co-captains Brian Hylan-der and Bob Gray. Justin Gray and Chris Potter took the first doubles spot. Brian Joyce and Ted Hauhee occupied the second doubles team. The tennis squad ended the season with a close loss to Hingham, an arch rival, 3-2.

This year, after graduating three seniors, they hope to have a strong team in the OCL with the aid of Captain Joshua Freeman, their upcoming players, and especially with the help of Coach George Pimental. A few slots are up for grabs with many contenders faced with a large upcoming tennis battle to determine the remaining slots.
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The Drama Club Dances Their Way to The Snow Ball

The BR Drama class had the pleasure of seeing “The Snow Ball”, a new play by A R Guiney, at the Huntington Theater in Boston.

This play, centered on the WASP culture in modern American Society, ridiculed the regimental class structure of dancing schools and high society balls.

The play consists of many flash backs to when the main character, Cooper Jones, was in dancing school. Two of the children, Jack and Ritty, were the best of the dancers in Cooper's class. Now in the 90's, Cooper is trying to recreate the legendary “Snow Ball” and reunite Jack and Ritty to dance with each other one final time.

The characters played themselves young and old. The only exceptions were Jack and Kitty, who had two sets of actors for the young and the old parts.

The play on the whole was very good. The actors were wonderful and the sets were very elaborate. After the production, the actors came out and the class asked them questions and had a discussion with them.
Foreign Language Club Plans Dinner

by Gretchen Schwenzfeier

Over one hundred people will be seen eating, talking, and having a great time at this year's International Dinner. This Foreign Language Club activity will be held on Wednesday, December 13th in Dining Room two. The festivities will begin at 2:30 and end about an hour later.

Most of the Foreign Language Club attendees will partake in this banquet. Members will either attend a dinner or a dessert. Some of the dinners are Polish ground beef with rice, Hungarian hamburger, chorizo, and Spanish rice. These are just a few of the fifty or so dishes that are being made. The list of desserts includes: baklava, pizzelles, fortune cookies, and Swedish cookies.

The guest list of this dinner consists of the foreign language teachers from B-R, and the junior high in Raynham and Bridgewater. Dr. Hilton, Mr. Powers, Mr. Peabody, and Mr. O'Donoghue are also invited to the International Dinner.

This dinner used to be a small affair but in the last few years it has grown into a banquet. Each and every one of us will have a great time.

Photography Club is Beginning to "Develop"

Are you interested in pictures? The photography club is accepting new members. You will learn to develop your own film and the best ways to take the best pictures possible. You will have access to a dark room from 2:15 to 3:30 and film is sold very inexpensively for members. The club will also sponsor their annual photography contest, with prizes later in the year. Are you interested? Gregg Pickard
The Bridgewater-Raynham Band has enjoyed a very successful year under the direction of Mr. Paul Peterson.

During the fall the Marching Band was led by Drum Majors Jonna Tufts and Brad Rees, who showed exceptional leadership qualities along with other seniors Mike Chavez, Tracie Gleason, Carrie Bolotin, Brian Pickett, and Andrea DaSilva.

Among this year’s activities the band performed in halftime shows at all home football games, and participated in the Tri-Town and Veterans’ Day Parades, the B.S.C. Homecoming Parade, the Taunton Christmas Parade, and the Memorial Day Parade. They also performed in the Abington Band Jamboree and traveled to Connecticut to participate in the Connecticut Band Day. There they combined with many other bands to put on an impressive halftime show.

At the close of the Marching Band Season the band turned its attention to Concert Band. They performed a Christmas concert for the school and the parents, as well as a Pops concert in the Spring.
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PATRONS

MR. AND MRS. MICHAEL ANTHONY
CARL AND ANN BENNETT
MR. BURON
SKIP AND CHRIS CROSSMAN
JOE AND MARGE CRUZA
MR. CUSHING
GINNY AND TONY ENNIS
MR. AND MRS. FISHER
MR. AND MRS. LARRY FRASER
MARY P. FREEMAN
MR. AND MRS. CARL GARDNER
MR. AND MRS. GILLEN
MR. AND MRS. HARMAN
MR. HARRINGTON
JIMMY AND SUSAN HARTY
MAUREEN AND JOHN JOHNSON
MR. KEARNEY
THE LITZEN FAMILY
KATHY AND DAVE NOYES
ALLYSON PERRON
MR. AND MRS. KENNETH PERRY
KATHY AND JIM REGO
BRET ROY
MR. JOSEPH A. RUSSO
MR. AND MRS. JOSEPH SAIA
MR. AND MRS. FRANK SANTORO
MR. AND MRS. SHEIBLEY
MRS. SPROSTY
MR. AND MRS. TONEILO
MR. AND MRS. JOHN TUFTS

SPONSORS

ANNE AND MIKE BOTELHO
BARBARA AND DAVID GRIFFIN
MR. AND MRS. O’DAY
MR. AND MRS. EDWARD J. O’DONOGHUE
THE PAINE FAMILY
THE PAULINE FAMILY
THE PERRON FAMILY
MR. AND MRS. GEORGE R. POWERS
TERRY RONDELLI
MR. AND MRS. MICHAEL TARENTINE
KATHRYN AND BILL TRIPP
FAIRBANKS
(508) 697-3737
FAX (508) 279-0630

True Value
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BRIDGEWATER, MA 02324
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Phelps Sports Ltd.
Raynham Marketplace
Rte. 44
Raynham, MA 02767

SKIS
BIKES
SCUBA
SKATES

ALL KINDS OF SMALL Pets • DOGS • BIRDS • TROPICAL & SALTWATER FISH
PROFESSIONAL GROOMING — CLIPPING & BATHING

Raynham
PET SHOP
822-4226
9 CAPE ROAD — ROUTE 44 — TAUNTON, MA 02780
LARRY R. JOHNSON    CHERYL A. JOHNSON

Margie’s Hair Design

at Everett Square
449 Centre Street
Middleboro, MA 02346
(508) 946-2633